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ABSTRACT
Late Pleistocene depositional cycles o f the M ahakam  shelf contain stratal geom etries 
that indicate a progradational continuum , from  falling stage in sea level through to 
initial rise. These findings contrast with popular sequence stratigraphic concepts 
which predict that large, rapid sea-level falls, typical o f the Late Pleistocene, should 
result in sedim ent bypass o f the entire shelf. The M ahakam  shelf is a mixed 
siliciclastic-carbonate depositional setting. Extensive, thick carbonate buildups are 
produced by prolific green algal Halim eda  b ioherm  accretion during transgression 
and highstand flooding of the shelf.
The 60 by 200 km  study area lies w ithin 2° o f the equator, in the M akassar 
Strait on the east coast of K alim antan, Indonesia. Stratigraphic architecture and 
sedim entary facies of the shelf have been m apped using over 3000 line km o f single 
channel seism ic and side-scan sonar, plus bottom  sedim ent samples, and 44 short 
cores. This offshore data com plem ents an earlier onshore study o f the modem  delta 
by TOTA L Indonesia (Allen et al. 1979).
The stratigraphic fram ework is subdivided into depositional cycles bounded 
by prom inent, regional shelf-flooding surfaces. A  stratigraphic model is proposed to 
explain the sequential developm ent of units and surfaces within a depositional cycle. 
Oblique clinoform s within the last cycle transform  dow ndip into sigm oid clinoform s. 
This transition reflects a relative sea level change from  falling phase to initial 
low stand rise. Updip horizontal extensions o f sigm oid clinoform s onlap an 
interpreted exposure surface which truncates oblique clinoform  topsets. These 
horizontal strata are interpreted to represent delta  p latform  aggradation due to 
accom m odation created landward o f the prograding delta front during initial lowstand
rise. A ccelerated sea level rise results in low stand-delta abandonm ent and a 
backstepping shoreline transgression.
Eustasy is the dom inant control on shelf accom m odation and stratigraphic 
architecture. In addition, rapid basem ent subsidence, structural warping and faulting, 
and distribution o f thick carbonates and abandoned siliciclastic depocenters influence 
accom m odation and distribution o f low stand delta depocenters.
A com parison of the P I D epositional Cycle o f the M ahakam  and M ississippi- 
A labam a shelf reveals significant differences in the stratigraphic fram ework. These 




The prim ary objective the M ahakam  R iver delta study is to establish the 
stratigraphic fram ew ork that results during one sea-level cycle o f deposition on the 
M ahakam  shelf and upper slope, east K alim antan (Borneo), Indonesia (Figure 1.1,
1.2). Late Pleistocene to H olocene depositional cycles of the shallow  subsurface, 
specifically the last glacio-eustatic cycle deposits (<125 ky BP), were the focus of this 
investigation. O ver 3000 line km  o f single-channel seism ic reflection, side-scan sonar, 
and bathym etry profiles (Figure 1.3), 137 surface sedim ent sam ples, 53 vibracores 
from  the m odern delta plain, and 44 vibracores and piston cores from  the shelf and 
slope (Figures 1.4, 1.5) were acquired in the -6 0  by 200 km study area.
Im portant advantages o f  data sets from  such young strata, when com pared to 
older, deep subsurface or outcrop data, are the following: 1) The shallow burial depths 
(<200 m) and m odem  shelf setting allows im aging by single-channel seism ic 
reflection m ethods with very high resolution (1 - 3 m  in the vertical), which is an 
order o f m agnitude greater resolution than m ulti-channel deep subsurface data. Three 
dim ensional reconstruction of the stratigraphy from  continuous seism ic cross sections 
is lim ited only by the grid spacing. O utcrop studies tend to be two-dim ensional, and 
stratigraphic reconstructions at the scale o f a depositional system  (10's to 100's of 
kilom eters) is difficult due to the lim ited extent o f even the best oucrop exposures 
(-1 0  km). 2) G eological and environm ental processes, and the paleogeography, that 
influenced these relatively young deposits can often be related to those o f the modern 
setting. The sea-level history for this section is relatively well known. These factors 
are difficult, som etim es im possible, to evaluate in older strata, which makes it difficult 
to establish realistic depositional models. 3) Radionuclide (C 14, U 234-Th230), 
biostratigraphic, and stable-isotope dating m ethods suitable for this stratigraphic 





Figure 1.1 Location of the study area.
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Figure l.2 Shaded relief representation of shelf bathymetry. Contours in meters.
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Figure 1.4 Location o f vibracore (V ), pistoncore (P), platform borings Attaka, Serang 




Figure 1.5 Location of onshore vibracore sites.
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adequately constrain the chronostratigraphy, and link depositional units to the 
established sea-level curve. C hronologic resolution of pre-Pleistocene strata (> 1 my, 
M iall, 1.992) is usually too coarse to distinguish individual depositional cycles, not to 
m ention the chronostratigraphic units that m ake up these cycles.
The M ahakam  shelf is the offshore extension o f the Kutei Basin (Van de 
W eerd and Arm in, 1992), a prolific hydrocarbon producing region with over 5 billion 
barrels o f recoverable hydrocarbons in place. Concepts gained from  this study will 
help guide exploration and production efforts o f N eogene fluvio-deltaic plays beneath 
the shelf and the onshore. T he depositional environm ent of the N eogene deltaic plays 
is thought to be sim ilar to the Late Pleistocene setting. An understanding o f reservoir 
and source rock distribution within the cyclic fram ew ork of the Late Pleistocene will 
constrain interpretations o f the deeper, deform ed, and poorly resolved oil bearing 
strata.
O f more w idespread application, the resulting data-driven M ahakam  case- 
study will help constrain and refine present sequence-stratigraphic concepts 
(Posam entier and Vail, 1988; Vail et al., 1991; Van W agoner et al., 1990; Posam entier 
et al., 1992; Hunt and Tucker, 1992). The geological setting of the study area differs 
significantly from  sim ilar studies o f the last glacial-low stand shelf deposits in the G ulf 
o f M exico (Suter and Berryhill, 1985; W inker and Edwards, 1983; K indinger, 1988, 
1989: Sydow and Roberts, 1994; A nderson, in press) and north M editerranean (P iper 
and Perissoratis, 1991; Trincardi and Field, 1991; Tesson et al., 1993; Bellotti e t al. 
1994; Trincardi et al., 1994). Som e o f the m ajor differences are: 1) The M ahakam  
shelf is influenced by a strong lonshore current, interm ediate tides, high fluvial 
discharge, low wave-energy, and a warm  m onsoonal-equatorial setting, as opposed to 
m ore com m only studied wave and fluvially dom inated, tem perate clim ate depositional 
system s. 2) The shelf is a m ixed siliciclastic - carbonate environm ent. 3) Four 
converging lithospheric plates create a com plex southeast Asian tectonic setting
(Figure 1.6). N eogene strata o f the Kutei basin are uplifted and folded onshore, and 
rapid subsidence, structural w arping and faulting influences the Late Pleistocene strata 
on the shelf.
A  com parison o f deposits form ed during the sam e depositional cycle, but in 
different geological settings, will help constrain the relative influence on the 
stratigraphic architecture o f som e o f the num erous variables .
The onshore M ahakam  delta plain has been intensively studied by TOTA L 
under the direction o f Dr. G. Allen (Allen et al., 1979). Published studies from the 
Late Pleistocene to Holocene offshore region do not exist.
1.1 OBJECTIVES
The first objective o f the study was to extend our knowledge o f the Holocene- 
m odem  delta from  the well studied onshore (Allen et al., 1979) into the offshore shelf 
and upper-slope region. Seism ic profiles, side-scan sonographs, underway sam ples, 
and short (<6m) offshore cores were used to define, characterize, and m ap the 
H olocene offshore facies. The onshore cores were collected prim arily for 
palynological purposes, however, the additional sedim entological inform ation was 
used to augm ent T O T A L ’S onshore data sets. The second objective was to define the 
L ate Pleistocene depositional cycles beneath the shelf and upper-slope using the 
seism ic database. D etailed seism ic stratigraphic m apping and characterization was 
com pleted within this cyclic fram ework. Few  o f the short vibracores penetrated into 
the top o f the Pleistocene. Interpretation o f the Pleistocene seism ic stratigraphy relied 
heavily on the understanding gained from  the H olocene section, and concepts learned 
from  correlative deposits cored in the G ulf o f M exico (Roberts et al., 1991; Sydow et 
al., 1992; and Sydow and Roberts, 1994; Anderson et al., in press). Deep (100- 
130m), discontinuously cored platform  borings presently undergoing analysis will 
contribute significantly to the data base o f the Pleistocene section, but these data will 
not be included in this m anuscript.
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The M ahakam  delta is situated in the 250 km wide M akassar Strait, between 
0°- 2° S Latitude, and 116.3°- 118° E  Longitude, in the Indonesian archipelago. The 
delta form s a 5000 km 2 platform  which protrudes 50 km onto the inner M ahakam  
shelf as a gently arcuate feature (Figure 1.2). A relatively steep (1.0°-2.5°) delta front 
defines the topographically distinct outer edge o f the delta. M ost o f the subtidal 
portions o f the delta platform  are less than 5 m deep at mean low tide, the break in 
slope onto the steep delta front occurs between 5 and 10 m water depth. Tidal flats 1 
to 5 km  wide, m erge landward with the fan-shaped, vegetated, intertidal delta plain. 
The supratidal portion of the 2000 km 2 delta plain is restricted to the small apex region 
o f the delta.
1.2.2 Mahakam Shelf
Seaw ard o f the steep delta front is the prodelta apron which pinches out on the 
inner shelf. The arcuate edge o f the M ahakam  shelf is situated 25 to 50 km  seaw ard of 
the delta front (Figure 1.2). An abrupt shelf break occurs between 80 and 120 m water 
depth. U pper slope gradients m ay be m ore than 25°, dropping to the M akassar deep at 
2500 m w ater depth within 30 km  o f the shelf-edge. M orphological differences 
separates the shelf into northern, central, and southern sectors. The southern sector is 
50 km  wide, has a gentle seaw ard gradient (± 1:900), and is generally smooth and 
featureless. Very rugged, high relief topography characterizes the 25 km wide central 
sector, which has an overall gentle seaw ard gradient (± 1:1000). The northern sector 
has a steep (± 1:300) seaward gradient. A side from  a few isolated patch reefs, the 
inner shelf o f  the northern sector is relatively sm ooth, and the outer shelf is rugged .
A dow n-faulted terrace at 160 m depth occurs along the shelf-margin o f the northern 
sector . The outer-edge of this terrace is delineated by a 80 to 120 m high, l-2km  
wide, discontinuous reef wall (Figure 1.2).
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1.2.3 D ra in ag e  B asin
The M ahakam  R iver drains a 75000 km 2 basin which extends from  coastal 
lowlands to the m ountainous interior o f K alim antan. The entire region is covered by 
tropical rainforest and nearly all o f it is underlain by Tertiary sedim entary rocks 
(Prokasih Report, anonym ous, 1993). Structural uplift occurs along the coast, 
im m ediately landw ard of the delta. Thus there is no coastal plain or river floodplain 
associated with the incised, distal M ahakam  R iver valley. The M ahakam  River 
m eanders som e 250 km through a large, subsiding alluvial basin, situated between the 
coastal uplift region and the m ountainous interior. Swam ps and lakes characterize this 
alluvial basin.
1.2.4 R ain fa ll, D ischarge a n d  S ed im en t S u p p ly
Annual rainfall varies between 2000 m m  at the coast and 4000 mm in the 
m ountainous interior, and is w eakly seasonal. K alim antan experiences two wet 
seasons, w hich correspond to the beginning o f the northw est (NW ) monsoon during 
N ovem ber and Decem ber, and the transitional period from  northw est to southeast (SE) 
m onsoons during M arch to M ay (TAD report, 1982). D rier southeast monsoon winds 
blow during the northern sum m er, dry and wet m onthly rainfall figures differ by a 
factor of two in the m ountainous interior. Rainfall data and lim ited discharge 
m easurem ents suggest an average fluvial discharge o f 3000 m 3/s at Sam arinda, some 
20 km  from  the head-of-passes, about 1/3 o f the M ississippi R iver discharge. The 
volum e sedim ents within the Holocene delta platform  suggest an average sedim ent 
load o f som e 8x10^ m 3 during the last 7 ky (Allen et al., 1979), about an order of 
m agnitude less than the M ississippi River. To place the size o f the M ahakam  system 
into perspective, M illim an and M eade (1983) estim ate that the 21 largest rivers o f the 
world deliver about 50 % o f the total sedim ent supplied to the oceans. Only som e 50 
rivers in the world deliver sedim ents in excess o f lOxlO6 t/yr (M illim an and M eade,
12
1983). The M ahakam  River is therefore of interm ediate m agnitude in sedim ent supply 
and discharge.
1.3 OCEANOGRAPHIC SETTING
1.3.1 Low Wind and Wave Impact
W ind, wave, and current data in the M akassar Strait are scarce. The low- 
latitude setting, within 2° o f the equator, ensures that typhoons and cold-front passages 
do not im pact the study area. W ave energy generated by the dom inant southeast and 
northw est m onsoonal winds is m inim al due to the restricted fetch across the M akassar 
Strait. Significant wave heights exceed 80 cm  less than 5%  of the tim e (TOTAL 
internal report, 1986).
1.3.2 Delta Plain and Nearshore Hydrography
C urrents on the shallow (<5 m) delta platform  have never been m easured but 
are probably dom inated by sem i-diurnal on-off transport of the large tidal prism  that 
results from  the 50 to 300 cm neap-spring tidal range (Figure 1.7). A lm ost the entire 
2000 km 2 delta-plain is flooded during the spring phase of the tide, and as a result, is 
dissected by a network o f sinuous tidal channels with flared inlets. The tide influences 
river flow as far upstream as Sam arinda, yet the high fluvial discharge is able to 
m aintain a vertically stratified w ater-colum n within the m ajor distributaries. A  salt 
w edge extends some 30 km upstream  o f the distributary mouth at Handil Dua, and 
m igrates som e 5 km with the tides (A llen et al., 1979). A residual two-layered 
estuarine circulation is therefore expected in the distributaries. A llen et al. (1979) 
docum ented a turbidity m axim um  associated with the upstream  limit o f salt intrusion, 
with sedim ent concentrations o f  up to 1 g/1. R iver plum e suspended sedim ent 
concentrations are less than 1 mg/1 im m ediately off the Handil D ua distributary mouth 
(E ism a et al., 1989).
A t sub-tidal frequencies, an offshore pressure gradient is set up by dispersive 
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Figure 1.7 Tide gauge data from the inner subtidal delta platform showing the influence o f 
the asymetric, semi-diurnal tide.
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the upper 10 m of the water colum n (Figure 1.8). In the absence o f significant Coriolis 
force the sedim ent laden fresh-w ater plum e has a net offshore transport, however, the 
Throughflow  current (described later) dilutes and deflects the plum e to the south. 
E ism a et al. (1989) detected a weak plum e of low er salinity, higher turbidity (0.5-0.3 
mg/1) w ater that extended 400 km  southeast from  the river mouth . Processes related 
to hypopycnal buoyant plum es are well docum ented from  other regions that 
experience large fresh-w ater influx and strong near-surface density gradients (W right, 
1989; W isem an, 1986).
1.3.3 Stratified Water column
CTD (conductivity, tem perature, depth) casts on the shelf and in the strait 
illustrate the m ajor water m asses and the highly stratified nature o f the water colum n 
(Figure 1.8). A 40 to 60 m thick m ixed surface layer is separated from  deeper w ater 
by a steep therm ocline which extends to a w ater depth o f 350-400 m. N ear the coast 
the m ixed layer is capped by a 10 to 15 m thick coastal wedge o f lower salinity w ater 
due to M ahakam  River discharge (Figure 1.8).
H igh tropical tem peratures, high regional fluvial discharge, and excess of 
precipitation over evaporation result in the low salinity (<34%o), high tem perature 
(>26°) nature o f the mixed layer throughout Southeast Asian waters. The low salinity 
surface w ater is transported into the M akassar Strait from  the South China Sea and 
V ietnam  G ulf via the Java Sea during the N W  m onsoon (N ovem ber -M arch). General 
w estw ard transport during the SE m onsoon (Figure 1.9) replaces the low salinity 
surface w ater in the M akassar Strait with Pacific surface w ater (W yrtki, 1961).
The thermocline layer (D iscontinuity layer of W yrtki, 1961), from 28° to 10°
C, has a fine structured, stepped pattern. Sharp discontinuities occur at 50, 85, (Figure 
1.8) and 175 meters. Between 1993 and 1994 the depths and intensities o f the o f these 
discontinuities varied. The fairly low thermal gradient betw een 40 and 85 m eters may 
represent a shelf-bottom  m ixed layer (Pingree and Griffiths, 1977). The steep density
15
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gradient across the entire therm ocline (5kg/m 3 density difference across 300 m water 
depth) results in a B runt-V aisala buoyancy frequency (N) o f 0.013 rad.s*1, an order o f 
m agnitude higher than N values for the open ocean The sharp discontinuities at 40 
and 85 m (2kg/m 3 density difference across 5 m  w ater depth) have very large N 
values o f about 0.05 rad.s*1. The waters of the therm ocline originate from the north 
Pacific (Gordon, 1994).
Pacific interm ediate waters fill the M akassar Strait below 400 m, and Pacific 
deep waters below 1000 m. An 550 m deep sill in the South M akassar Strait restricts 
southw ard transport at depth.
1.3.4 Indonesian Throughflow Current
Form ation o f North Atlantic Deep W ater (NA D W ) in the North Atlantic and 
subsequent upw elling in the worlds oceans is balanced m ainly by a conveyor belt-like 
return flow  in the warm  therm ocline layer (G ordon, 1986). M ost o f the return flow 
from  N A D W  upwelled in the Pacific is via the Indonesian Archipelago Throughflow  
current (hereafter termed the Throughflow  current), with m inor amounts via the 
Bering Strait and Drake Passage (Gordon, 1986). In addition, the trade winds cause a 
sea level set-up in the W est Pacific, and set-dow n in the East Indian Oceans. An 
average dynam ic height difference of 16 cm  exists betw een the W est Pacific and 
Indian Oceans across the Indonesian archipelago (W yrtki, 1987). Consequently, a 
large w ater transport of up to 18 Sv (10^ m 3/s) flow s from  the Pacific to the Indian 
Oceans (W yrtki, 1961, 1987; Gordon, 1994; Fieux et al., 1994). M ost of this 
Throughflow  passes through the M akassar Strait into the Flores and south Banda seas, 
exiting via the T im or trough. (Gordon, 1994; F field and Gordon, 1992). A sm aller 
volum e exits through the Lom bok Strait (M urray and Arief, 1988). Dynamic height 
difference is restricted to the top 200m  o f the w ater colum n, and is strongly m odulated 
by the m onsoonal winds (W yrtki, 1987; M urray and Arief, 1988; A rief and M urray, in 
press). Sea-level setup in the W est Pacific, and set-dow n in the east Indian Ocean by
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the SE monsoon wind , produces up to 30 cm  dynam ic height difference from M ay to 
October (W yrtki, 1987). M onsoon related seasonal transports through Lom bok Strait 
vary by a factor o f four (M urray and Arief, 1988).
D irect current m easurem ents in the M akassar Strait are restricted to one 61 hr 
observation station in 2000 m w ater depth o ff the M ahakam  shelf during the Snellius 1 
expedition in A ugust 1933 (Figure 1.10). Strong net transport to the south was 
observed in the top 200 m, with m axim um  flow o f 84 cm /s at 50 m w ater depth (Lek, 
1938). Calculations based on a  20 dyn cm  difference betw een the southern and 
northern end o f M akassar Strait indicate a mean southerly transport o f 40 cm /s in the 
top 200 m across the entire strait (W yrtki, 1961). In the M akassar Strait the 
Throughflow  current is present year-round, but is m ore intense during the SE monsoon 
(W yrtki, 1961). This strong Throughflow  current sw eeps across the shelf in the study 
area. Surface current m oorings in support o f  hydrocarbon-production platform  
placem ents at the base o f the delta front indicate that the Throughflow  impinges on the 
delta front. Surface flow is dom inantly to the south with currents in excess of 80 cm/s 
im m ediately seaward o f the delta platform  (TO TA L internal Report, 1986)(Figure 
1.10). During the NW  m onsoon the Throughflow  current decreases and may reverse.
1.3.5 In te rn a l T ides an d  W aves
W ell developed water-colum n stratification, substantial tidal influence, and 
abrupt seafloor topography (steep shelf edge, shelf edge ridges and pinnacles) are ideal 
conditions for generation o f large internal waves at tidal frequencies (W unsch, 1975; 
Huthnance, 1981). Internal waves are com m on features in the highly stratified waters 
o f Southeast A sia (Apel et al., 1985). Interaction o f internal waves with the outer shelf 
m ay have a significant im pact on cross-shelf sedim ent transport and deposition, water 
transport and mixing, and supply of inorganic nutrients to the outer shelf from
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Figure 1.10 Current data from the M akassar Strait (Lek, 1938), and inner sh elf (TO TAL internal report, 
1986). The southerly throughflow current sw eeps across the shelf, and im pinges on the delta 
front. S h elf current m eters were deployed for over one year, die M akassar Strait mooring was 
occupied for only 61 hrs. S h elf current roses are representative o f  m ost o f  the year, except for 
Decem ber and January (N W  m onsoon) when current directions m ay reverse. M ooring B 
illustrates the lee effect south o f  the delta platform. CTD sites A and B are also plotted.
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deeper waters (Brickm an and Loder, 1993; H eathershaw  et al., 1987; Pingree and 
M ardell, 1981; Butman et al., 1979).
Progressive along-current changes in salinity, oxygen, and tem perature profiles 
within the therm ocline in the M akassar Strait im ply vertical diffusivity values (vertical 
m ixing rates) o f  3 x  10-4 m 2/s, an order o f m agnitude greater than the interior oceanic 
therm ocline (Ffield and Gordon, 1992). A strong nutrientcline exists across the 15° to 
20°C layer (150-220 m) in the Pacific N orth Equatorial Current, the ultim ate source of 
the Indonesian Throughflow . Deep to shallow  w ater nutrient concentration ratios 
across this nutrientcline changes from 5:1 to only 2:1 between the Pacific ocean and 
the Banda Sea (Gordon, 1986). Increasing nutrient levels along the Throughflow path 
o f the Indonesian archipelago again support high vertical m ixing rates thought to be 
caused largely by internal waves. Localized w ind-induced upwelling is another 
contributing factor to m ixing o f  the w ater-colum n (W yrtki, 1961; Ilahude, 1978).
Large amplitude vertical isotherm  displacem ents of 25 m  and 65 m occurred at 
50 m and 400 m water depths, respectively, at a sem i-diurnal frequency, 60 km o ff the 
M ahakam  Shelf during the Snellius I expedition (Lek, 1938). D uring this project's 
1994 cruise, repeated CTD casts over a 3hr period, within 5 km of the shelf edge 
(CTD site A, Figure 1.10), sim ilarly reveal a 22 m depression o f a distinct density 
interface from  78 m to 100 m (Figure 1.8). Large am plitude internal tides are 
therefore present in the M akassar Strait, and probably impact the outer M ahakam  
Shelf.
A m plitude, phase speed and energy o f an internal wave, and hence, its impact 
on the shelf, are proportional, in part, to the density gradient across the thermocline 
(Rosenfeld, 1990; H olloway, 1984; M unk, 1981). Internal waves m igrating onto a 
shelf generally dissipate within 1-2 w avelengths (20-40 km), and may collapse to form 
internal bores (Baines, 1982). B ottom  currents generated by internal waves may 
intensify when the wave encounters steep topography, such as the shelf edge/upper
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slope (Rosenfeld, 1990; Holloway, 1985). A lthough the wavelengths, velocities and 
directions o f propagation o f internal tides in the M akassar Strait are not docum ented, 
the observed large vertical density contrast and wave am plitudes suggest that the 
internal tide may be an im portant physical process in the outer-shelf depositional 
environm ent.
An indication o f the m agnitude o f shelf currents that can be expected from  the 
internal tide is illustrated by docum ented exam ples from nearby regions o f sim ilar 
internal stratification and tidal range: N W  Australian Shelf, Andam an Sea, and Sulu 
Sea. Internal tides with a w avelength o f 16 km, am plitude of 10-25 m, and phase 
velocity o f 0.4 m/s on the N W  A ustralian shelf produced baroclinic currents of up to 8 
cm /s, about half the m agnitude o f the barotropic (surface tide) currents (Holloway,
1984). Larger amplitude internal waves in the Andam an and Sulu Seas (50-90 m, 
sim ilar to M akassar Strait) had wavelengths o f 20-75 km, and phase speeds of 2.2-2.5 
m /s, and produced sem idiurnal horizontal baroclinic currents o f up to 30 to 50 cm/s.
In the latter example, superim posed on the long w avelength internal tide were 30-90 m 
high solitary waves, or solitons, with 5-8 km  w avelengths, which generated an 
additional 50 to 100 cm/s currents (Apel et al., 1984; Osborne and Burch, 1980). 
W hether or not such solitons occur in the M akassar Strait is not known.
1.3.6 Southern Oscillation
The Indonesian archipelago is situated in the W est Pacific warm pool, a region 
defined by surface water tem peratures greater than 28°C. The warm pool is the result 
o f w estw ard transport of surface waters by the trade winds, and accum ulation against 
the Indonesian archipelago: a sem i-perm eable western boundary. Vertical convection 
associated with this thermal anom aly results in high rainfall within the warm-pool 
region. The warm pool is not stationary, but oscillates back and forth along the Pacific 
equator, a result of com plex feedback effects betw een ocean and atm ospheric 
processes (Philander, 1992). These 3 - 9 yr oscillations are associated with a
com plem entary high and low pressure see-saw  effect between the Indian and W est 
Pacific oceans, a phenom enon known as the Southern Oscillation (Philander, 1992). 
D uring extrem e eastw ard m igrations o f the w arm  pool the trade winds fail along the 
Chilean coast, cold-w ater upw elling stops and heavy rains ensue, a scenario known as 
an El Nino event (Philander, 1992). El N ino - Southern O scillation (ENSO) events 
also have im portant im plications for clim ate over the Indonesian Archipelago. 
Eastw ard m igration o f the w arm  pool convection region is often associated with 
droughts during the June to N ovem ber (SE m onsoon) months for regions south o f the 
equator (Flohn, 1986; Ropelewski and H alpert, 1987). Southern Indonesia 
experienced up to 90% loss o f rainfall during the 1982 EN SO  event. Over Borneo the 
drought was not as extrem e, but extended dry periods in the norm ally humid 
rainforest of the M ahakam  drainage basin resulted  in one of the all time largest forest 
fires in recorded history (Flohn, 1986). Such variations in rainfall would probably 
have im portant effects on M ahakam  R iver discharge and sedim ent supply. 
Surprisingly, W yrtki's (1987) analysis of sea-level and dynam ic height differences 
between the W est Pacific and Indian Ocean suggests no influence on the Throughflow 
current at ENSO frequencies.
1.4 PHYSIOGRAPHY DURING GLACIAL PERIODS
During the Late Pleistocene glacial periods, the paleogeography and the rates 
o f physical processes differed from  that o f the present, and m ust be considered when 
interpreting the stratigraphy resulting from  an entire glacio-eustatic sea-level cycle.
1.4.1 Late Quaternary Sea level History
In a review of research on Quaternary sea level change, M atthew s (1990) 
concluded that estim ates of interglacial and interstadial sea level m axim a during the 
past 125 ky are fairly well constrained by data from  raised coral terraces, and that 
chronologic constraints are well established by orbitally tuned com posites of 
equatorial, deep sea, planktonic oxygen isotope curves, and radiom etric dates from
raised coral terraces (Figure 1.11). How ever, very little reliable data are available to 
determ ine the amplitudes o f the glacial and stadial sea level minima. M ost estim ates 
based on m orphosedim entary features for the last glacial m axim um  sea-level low stand 
range between 90 and 130 m below present (eg: Curray, 1960; Bloom, 1983; Suter and 
Berryhill, 1985; Fairbanks, 1989; Sydow et al., 1992). Glacial sea-level m inim um  
estim ates based on ice-volume calculations vary between -77 m and -163 m (Bloom , 
1983). Due to the effects o f hydroisostasy and glacioisostasy a globally applicable 
eustatic curve is probably not realistic (Peltier, 1990, Kidson, 1982). Figure 1.12 
shows the shoreline location during the last glacial m axim um  (Biswas, 1973, and 
Batchelor, 1979, in G upta et al., 1987). Over 3 x  106 km 2 of present shallow seas was 
exposed as dry land, which represents at least half o f  the present Indonesian 
archipelago sea-surface area (V erstappen, 1980).
1.4.2 Glacial Rainfall and Circulation Patterns
Subaerial exposure o f large surface areas during glacials has important 
im plications on regional atm ospheric and oceanic circulation patterns and on rainfall. 
Verstappen (1980) and Thorpe et al. (1990) speculate that loss o f warm, convective 
sea-surface area m eans drier m onsoonal winds during glacials. M ore widespread 
drier-clim ate vegetation (although not prevalent), and Pleistocene red latosols and 
latterites, are some of the sparse data that suggest longer dry seasons (Verstappen, 
1980). W idespread sandy and gravelly alluvium  deposits and coarse hum id alluvial 
fans (Verstappen, 1980; G upta et al., 1987; Thorpe et al., 1990) indicate higher 
bedload transport by rivers, w hich w ould be expected during a drier clim ate when 
vegetation cover differed and chem ical w eathering decreased.
Palynologic evidence from  deep sea cores (low er fem -pollen content) also 
indicate drier glacial clim ate for the A ustralasian and east Indonesian regions (Van der 
Kaars, 1991; Barm aw idjaja et al., 1993). Extensive m ontane forests which occurred
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Figure 1.11 Sea level curve from raised coral terraces of the Huon Peninsula, Papua New 
Guinea (Aharon and Chappel, 1986), and the SPECMAP composite oxygen- 
isotope curve for the last 150 ky (Martinson et al., 1987)).
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Figure 1.12 Location of the lowstand shoreline during the last glacial maximum 
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Sundaland peninsula and north Australian shelf were exposed, 
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at low er elevations than today is evidence for steeper lapse rates and therefore cooler 
high altitude conditions (num erous exam ples in B arm aw idjaja et al., 1993).
Deep sea core planktonic foram inifera assem blages indicate steeper latitudinal 
sea surface tem perature (SST) gradients, and equatorial SST that were sim ilar or 
possibly slightly cooler (<2°C) than today (M oore et al., 1981). Sim ilar evidence from 
cores in the Indonesian archipelago also show s glacial SST sim ilar to the m odem . 
Depleted 3 0 1 8  values (in addition to ice-volum e effect) o f the glacial planktonic 
foram s in the Indonesian deep sea cores reflect higher sea surface salinities 
(Barm aw idjaja et al., 1993; Ahm ad et al., 1995). H igher salinities indicate higher rates 
o f evaporation to precipitation, i.e., drier clim ate, and possibly the fact that low sea- 
levels and subaerial exposure o f the Java Sea cut o ff the eastw ard transport of low 
salinity surface waters .
1.4.3 Weaker Indonesian Throughflow ?
Grain size variations o f loess deposits in central China suggest stronger w inter 
m onsoonal w inds (NW  m onsoon) during glacials, caused by steeper latitudinal 
therm al gradients between the w arm  tropical ocean and cooler continental interior 
(Xiao et al., 1993). Lower glacial sum m er tem peratures over the continental interior 
w ould cause a weaker thermal gradient and w eaker winds during the SE M onsoon, an 
interpretation supported by poorly developed pedogenic zones in glacial loess deposits 
(X iao, 1993). W eakened w inter m onsoons (sm aller grain size) and stronger sum m er 
m onsoons (better developed pedogenesis) occur during isotope stages 1, 3 and 5 
(Figure 1.11). The SE monsoon accelerates the Indonesian Throughflow current, 
while the N W  monsoon raises the Indian Ocean w ater surface and retards throughflow 
(W yrtki, 1987; M urray and Arief, 1988). T he grain size data w ould therefore imply 
w eaker throughflow  currents during the Glacial isotope stadials 4 and 2. In addition, 
N A D W  production dim inished by a factor o f 2 during glacials (Boyle and Keigwin, 
1985; Duplessy et al., 1988), which consequently dim inished the global "conveyor
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belt" circulation (Gordon, 1986), and could possibly further retard the Throughflow  
current.
1.5 GEOLOGICAL SETTING
Inform ation in this section draws heavily from a regional SE Asian synthesis 
by Hutchison (1989), and a review  o f Kalim antan stratigraphy by Van de W eerd and 
Arm in (1992).
1.5.1 Regional Geology of SE Asia
The Indonesian A rchipelago is a result of the collisional im pact o f three m ajor 
lithospheric plates (Figure 1.6): the Eurasian plate, moving southeast, the Pacific plate, 
moving west; and the Indian Ocean-A ustralian plate, moving north (R itsem a et al., 
1989). A com plex jum ble o f subduction zones, accreted terranes, m agm atic arcs, 
back-arc spreading basins, m icroplates and m arginal seas is the result. Southw estern 
Borneo is part o f the Sundaland peninsula: a core region o f pre-M esozoic basem ent 
consisting of accreted island arcs and continental crust (incorporates the SE Asian 
peninsula, Sumatra, Java, SW  Borneo, and associated shallow water shelf regions, 
Figure 1.12).
M ajor plate-tectonic restructuring occurred during the early Tertiary, when the 
Indian-Australasian continental plate collided with the Eurasian continental and 
Pacific oceanic plates (M cCabe and Cole, 1989; Hutchison, 1989; Van de W eerd and 
Armin, 1992). This period was accom panied by rifting o f the South China Sea, 
counter-clockw ise rotation o f the tip o f the Sundaland Peninsula (SW  Borneo), start of 
subduction along NW  Borneo, and opening o f the M akassar S trait as the southern arm 
o f Sulawesi detached from  B orneo (Hutchison, 1989; M cCabe and Cole, 1989). The 
M ahakam  shelf is the m odem  offshore extension o f the Kutei Basin, an E-W  oriented 
trough which was initiated during the above Eocene/O ligocene plate restructuring.
The last important tectonic episode occurred during the Early and M iddle 
M iocene, when South China Sea rifting and associated subduction along N W  Borneo
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ended, the Sulu and Celebes back-arc spreading basins opened, and subduction along 
northern Sulawesi was initiated (M cCabe and Cole, 1989).
1.5.2 Kutei Basin
The originally 10 km thick Paleogene fill o f the upper Kutei basin (western 
half of basin, Figure 1.13) experienced structural inversion and deep erosion following 
the early to m iddle M iocene tectonic episode (Van de W eerd and Armin, 1992). The 
N eogene to M odem  depocenter o f the low er Kutei basin shifted east to its present 
position beneath the modem  coast and M ahakam  shelf (Figure 1.13). U pper M iocene 
to Pliocene sediments onshore have experienced uplift and deform ation (Figure 1.14).
The upper Kutei basin is filled with sedim ents ranging from  non-m arine 
elastics, to deep marine shales and platform  carbonates. Initial eastw ard progradation 
o f the thick deltaic wedge com m enced during the latest O ligocene, and reached its 
present location by the M iddle M iocene. A 5 to 7 km  thick sequence o f fluviodeltaic 
deposits, with some interbedded carbonates, are vertically stacked beneath the m odem  
delta and shelf.
1.5.3 Structural Setting of the Mahakam Shelf
A total o f 5 to 7 km o f deltaic sedim ent fill in 25 my yields a rough estim ate of 
200 to 350 m /my average basem ent subsidence, an order o f m agnitude higher than 
m axim um  globally averaged rates o f 18 m /my (Guidish et al., 1984), and more sim ilar 
to the extrem e rates encountered in the northern G ulf O f M exico salt withdrawal 
basins (up to 1500 m/my, Van H inte, 1978). The rapid subsidence region is separated 
from  the onshore uplift and deform ation region (Figure 1.14) by a hinge-line that 
parallels the m odem  shoreline (not including the delta shoreline), and passes more or 
less through the apex of the m odem  delta (Van de W eerd and Armin, 1992). M ulti­
channel seism ic indicates norm al faulting and gentle folding is actively deform ing the 
young N eogene strata subsiding beneath the present shelf (M agnier et al., 1975). A 
N N W  oriented zone o f en-echelon, down-to-the-basin normal faults impacts the NE
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M ahakam  shelf. The southern edge of the Kutei basin is separated from the 
Paternoster carbonate platform  by a fault zone (Figure 1.14). Structural uplift occurs 
along the northern margin. A lthough there is abundant seism ic activity associated 
with extensive subduction and faulting at a regional scale, R itsem a et al.'s (1989) 
epicenter m ap indicates that eastern Borneo is a seism ically inactive area, but may be 
affected by shocks from epicenters along eastern Sulawesi.
C H A P T E R  2. D A T A  A N D  M E T H O D S
The com bined 1993 P hase-1, and 1994 Phase-2 field seasons aboard the M V 
Gagak and M V Locater, respectively, totaled over 40 24 hr workdays of data collection. 
M ore than 3000 line km high-resolution single-channel seismic reflection, side-scan 
sonar, and bathym etry data, 137 surface-sedim ent samples, 53 vibracores from the 
m odem  delta plain, 44 vibracores and piston cores from the offshore, and num erous 
CTD casts were acquired. The seismic data grid covers a 200 km by 60 km area, with 
5 to 10 km  grid spacing (Figure 1.3). No previous offshore survey data have been 
published, although UNOCA L and TOTA L acquired a few m inisparker lines across the 
shelf. Due to minimal previous data coverage in the offshore, Phase-1 was designed to 
collect a coarse grid of seismic and bottom sam ples in order to gain a first-cut 
understanding o f the stratigraphy and m odem  sedim ent distribution. Based on Phase-1 
results infill seismic data and cores were collected during Phase-2 (Figure 1.4). Details 
on instrum ent configurations and specifications, core and sample processing 
procedures, data quality, and approach to data analysis are covered in this chapter.
2.1 E Q U IP M E N T
2.1.1 N a v ig a tio n
Ship location and steering was achieved with a M agnavox M X4200d global 
positioning system (GPS) used in conjunction with an in-house designed navigation 
program  running on a 486 Dell personal com puter. The GPS system was operated 
without a differential remote transceiver, and position accuracy is generally within a 50 
m radius o f true location. Position fixes were updated at one-second intervals and 
recorded every two m inutes. Fix marks and fix-m ark data (fix no., Lat.- Long., 
bearing, speed over ground, date and time) were stored as ASCII text in a disk file, and 
also relayed to the other data acquisition systems.
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2.1.2 Seism ic Systems
2.1.2.1 O R E G eopulse B oom er
T his excellent, very-high-resolution, single channel seism ic acquisition system  
provided the main data base for detailed stratigraphic mapping. The sound source 
consisted o f two 1 ft diam eter m etal plates suspended in a rubber diaphragm , w hich are 
forced together by a short, pow erful electrical pulse to produce a w ide-band 400-14 000 
H z signal with minimal reverberation. The return signal was high and low -pass filtered 
betw een 400 and 2000 Hz. V ertical resolution was less than lm , but penetration was 
restricted to a m axim um  o f 250 m illiseconds tw o-w ay-tim e (ms) under ideal conditions. 
A  1 second firing rate resulted in 2 to 3 m eter shot spacing. Signal attenuation and 
fresnel-zone expansion in deeper w ater restricted operating w ater depth to less than 250 
m. T he sound source was tow ed about 25 m behind the stem  on the port side o f the 
acoustically noisy prop wash. A solid plastic 10 m hydrophone stream er was tow ed 
adjacent to the boom er. This high frequency seism ic system  is very sensitive to 
acoustical interference caused by breaking waves, but only one day o f  poor surveying 
conditions were encountered during both cruises.
2 .1.2.2 W ater Gun
Seism ic System s m odel S-15 w ater gun is a pneum atic seism ic source w hich 
uses com pressed air and a piston to explosively expulse a 15 cu.in. w ater cham ber, 
w hich in-turn creates a vacuum  bubble that generates a low reverberation sound pulse on 
im plosion. The energy o f the 200 to 800 H z w ide-band signal is centered around 400 
Hz. A  vertical resolution o f about 2  m , and a penetration o f 500 m s, w as com m only 
achieved on the M ahakam  shelf. The main sound signal was preceded by a weak, low er 
frequency pulse generated when the water cham ber was em ptied. This precursor signal 
was often seen as a weak “ghost” reflector above the seafloor and seafloor m ultiple, but 
generally did not interfere with the subsurface data. A  tw o second firing rate resulted in 
4 - 6 m  shot spacing. The sound source was tow ed about 30 m  behind the stern on the
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starboard side o f the prop w ash, and the sound w as p icked up on the sam e hydrophone 
stream er used for the boom er. T he w ater gun system  produced deeper penetration, yet 
low er resolution data used to m ap deeper strata that w ere not adequately im aged by the 
Geopulse boom er. A w eak triggering pulse from  the firing controller caused m isfiring 
problem s during the phase 1 cruise, and the system  was abandoned halfw ay through the 
survey. A lm ost zero dow ntim e during phase 2 resulted in over 1000 line km  o f 
excellent quality data.
2.1.2.3 Digital D ata Acquisition System  (Delph 2)
Sound-source triggering, signal acquisition, real-tim e and post-survey 
processing, and digital data storage was controlled by the D elph 2 digital acquisition 
system  operating on a m odified 486 Dell personal com puter. Both sound sources were 
operated synchronously using staggered firing and listening times, and data storage in 
separate files. There was no signal interference betw een the tw o sound sources, but a 
trial run with a m ore powerful Seism ic System s G I Gun resulted in rem nant sound 
energy from  the GI Gun interfering w ith the G eopulse return signal.
The D elph 2 system  allow ed real tim e m onitoring, optim ization, and basic 
processing o f the return signals. Processing o f  single-channel data was lim ited to gain 
optim ization, high and low pass filtering, sw ell filtering, stacking o f adjacent shots and 
predictive deconvolution. Sam pling frequency for the Geopulse signal was 8000 H z for 
a 250 ms sw eep, and the w ater-gun was 4000 Hz at 500 to 1000 ms sw eeps. Incom ing 
data were stored on a 500 m egabyte hard drive and dow nloaded onto 8 mm Exabyte 
m agnetic tape at the end of each survey line. N avigation fixes were incorporated into the 
stored data.
As backup, data was also recorded in analog form at on EPC recorders. O ver 
1000 line km 's o f digital data w ere lost during Phase 1 due to a faulty pre-am plifier on 
the D elph m otherboard. The O R E Geopulse am plifier was successfully m odified to
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replace this pre-am p w ith m inim al signal loss. T he problem  recurred during Phase 2, 
but was im m ediately discovered and circum vented.
2 .1.2.4 S ide-Scan Sonar
A n EG & G  M odel 260 digital side-scan sonar system , in conjunction with the 
M odel 380 digital recorder, was used to im age sea floor m orphology and surface 
texture. The system  operates at the 100 kHz frequency to im age a 200 m w ide swath 
along each track line. D ue to the potential threat o f equipm ent dam age posed by the 
highly variable shelf topography the side scan fish was tow ed at a shallow  depth, about 
50 m  o ff the sea floor.
2.1.2.5 Precision D epth R ecorder
The sparse data distribution o f published bathym etry charts was augm ented with 
depth profiles from  a Raytheon M odel D SF-6000 precision depth recorder m ounted 
along the side o f the ship.
2.1.3 Conductivity, Temperature, Depth (CTD) Profiler
A Seabird M odel SBE-19 self contained C TD  system  was deployed during both 
cruises to establish stratification properties o f the w ater colum n, and to calibrate the 
precision depth recorder for speed  o f  sound through the w ater colum n. Depth, salinity, 
and tem perature are m easured by  a quartz pressure transducer, a seawater conductivity 
sensor, and a Y SI linear therm istor, respectively. The se lf contained CTD  was fitted 
with a 200 m pressure transducer for Phase 1, and a 1000 m transducer during Phase 2. 
The underw ay sam pler or side-scan w inches were used for deploym ent.
2.1.4 Tide/W ave Recorder
Tide and surface wave sea level fluctuations during Phase 1 and 2 were 
m onitored on the inner sub-tidal delta platform  by a self-contained Sea Bird M odel SBE- 
26 pressure transducer tide/w ave recorder. The instrum ent was strapped to an oil- 
platform  support leg in 3 m  w ater depth. Pressure and tem perature were recorded at 15 
m inute intervals for estim ates o f  tidal variation, and wave heights and energy were
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recorded every six hours with a sam pling "burst" rate of 2 sam ples/second for a duration 
o f 250 seconds.
2.1.5 Underway Bottom Sampler
Based on the design o f Dr. Charles Phipps at the U niversity o f Sydney, 
Australia, an in-house built underway bottom  sedim ent sam pler was used to obtain 
samples on sedim ent type and m icrofaunal distributions while collecting seismic. The 
torpedo-shaped coring device has a core-catcher at the front end and a cloth bag on the 
rear end to retain sediments. The sam pler was rapidly lowered by free-wheeling the 
winch. A change in cable tension indicated when the sam pler reached the sea f lo o r , the 
clutch was then engaged and the forward m otion of the ship im mediately retrieved the 
sampler, which was quickly pulled on-board with the hydraulic winch. A 3 to 5 
m inutes deploym ent time was possible in 100 m  water depth. Using this sampler, 137 
bottom sedim ent samples were collected, to a m axim um  water depth o f 130 m. The 
sam pler saved much time and money, however, the resulting sedim ent sam ple was 
thoroughly m ixed and homogenized. Sam ple m ixing destroyed inform ation on sediment 
structures and living-faunal concentrations in the top few centimeters o f the sediment 
column. Samples were stained and preserved with an ethanol - Rose Bengal solution, 
and stored in plastic sample jars.
2.1.6 Sediment Cores
Both land based and underw ater vibracorers, and a piston corer were deployed 
to collect a total of 97 undisturbed sedim ent cores o f up to 6 m  long. VICO personnel 
collected 53 cores on the subaerial delta plain, augm enting the num erous cores collected 
by TOTAL (Allen et al., 1979). 32 vibracores were collected from  the offshore shelf, 
and a further 11 piston cores were retrieved from  the shelf and slope, down to 900 m 
w ater depth. These cores provided inform ation on sedim ent lithology, texture, and 
structure, microfaunal and palynological distributions, and material for radiometric 
dating. The purpose of collecting these relatively short cores was to obtain undisturbed
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sedim ent sam ples in order to docum ent Holocene sedim ent characteristics and 
distribution. H ow ever, there w as also som e lim ited stratigraphic use as a  few  cores 
penetrated through present highstand deposits into underlying transgressive units, and in 
a few cases, pierced the top-of-Pleistocene surface.
R ecently, three 100 - 120 m  deep, discontinuously cored (20 -25 % recovery) 
U N O C A L  platform  borings have becom e available to the study, how ever, the results 
will not be ready for inclusion into this m anuscript. These long borings will yield very 
useful lithologic, paleontologic, and chronologic inform ation on the Latest Pleistocene 
depositional cycles.
2.1.6.1 Portable V ibracorer
The land based vibracorer uses a sim ple collapsible tripod to support the 7.5 cm  
diam eter, 6 m  long, alum inum  coring tube. A concrete-vibrator head is clam ped to the 
core tube, pow ered by a portable gasoline motor. A  ratchet w inch system  attached to  the 
tripod pulls the core out o f  the ground, and the core tube is cut into m eter lengths and 
clearly labeled on-site.
2 .1.6.2 Subm ersible V ibracorer
T he underw ater vibracorer was designed and built by Dr. C harles Phipps, and 
uses electrically pow ered m otors in a w ater-proof stainless-steel housing attached to the 
top o f the coring tube to create the vibrations that drives the core into the sedim ents. A  7 
m  high alum inum  fram e w ith fold-out support legs encased the core tube, and was 
low ered and retrieved using the ship's loading-crane and w inch. Electrical pow er from  
the ship was supplied via cable to  the vibracorer. Once the corer had been lowered to 
the sea floor the m otor was operated for 10 to 20 seconds, w hich w as usually sufficient 
for 5 to  6 m  penetration. Cores w ere im m ediately cut into m eter lengths, sealed, and 
clearly labeled. Use o f the vibracorer was discontinued after 32 sam ples because o f  a 
leak in the electric-m otor housing.
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2.1.6.3 P iston C orer
A  M odel 2175 Benthos piston corer w eighted with 450 kg o f lead obtained up to 
6 m long cores. Cores were contained within a 67 m m  plastic core liner. This device 
replaced the broken vibracorer for the last 6 shelf-coring sites, and was used to retrieve 
5 cores on the slope. Again, the ship loading crane and cable w inch w ere used for 
deploym ent and retrieval. The only setback with this device was the potential fo r core 
disturbance o f poorly consolidated m uds due to rapid core penetration. T he plastic 
liners were cut into m eter long sections, sealed, and labeled im m ediately after retrieval.
2 .1 .6 .4  C ore Processing
C ores were split longitudinally, one half being archived. T he rem aining half 
was photographed in color and black-and-w hite, visually logged, and subsam pled. 
Critical or representative cores w ere further subdivided into 30 cm  lengths and slabbed 
for X-ray radiography. X -R ay radiographs are sensitive to density differences betw een 
sedim ent particles, and are particularly useful in analyzing apparently featureless muddy 
lithologies as they accentuate detailed stratification, sedim entary structures, fossils, and 
diagenetic alteration zones. C ores were subsam pled every 50 cm  for 
m icropaleo/palynology, X -ray diffraction, and silica/carbonate content analyses.
Organic geochem istry sam ples w ere taken at 1 m  intervals. C 14 radio-isotope dating 
sam ples were taken w here suitable shell or plant-organic material was encountered.
M ost o f  the geochem ical sam ple analyses are not available for incorporation at 
this stage o f the project. M icropaleontology and palynology analyses o f bottom  and 
core sam ples w ere perform ed by D rs. Sen G upta and W renn, respectively, and is also 
an ongoing process. Details on sedim ent sam ple processing procedures and results will 
be published elsew here by the aforem entioned researchers and their students.
2.2 MAPPING AND INTERPRETATION STRATEGY
T he seism ic stratigraphy was m apped using the basic m ethodology o f M itchum  
et al. (1977). Procedures consisted o f identifying significant m appable units and
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surfaces according to reflection terminations, nature of bounding reflections and 
surfaces, internal reflection configurations, three-dim ensional geom etry, lateral extent 
and scale. The same approach was successfully used to map Late Pleistocene shelf 
stratigraphy in the G ulf o f M exico (Sydow and Roberts, 1994; Sydow, 1992), where 
the seismic interpretation was calibrated against data from continuous borings.
Vibracores, bathym etry, underway sam ples, seism ic, and previous work (Allen 
et al., 1979; Gayet and Legigan, 1987; Carbonel et al., 1987; Carbonel and M oyes, 
1987; G astaldo and Hue, 1992) were incorporated into an understanding o f Holocene 
highstand stratigraphy and depositional processes on the delta platform , shelf and upper 
slope. Interpretation of the Pleistocene seismic stratigraphy was based on this 
understanding of the Holocene section, as well as concepts gained from the G ulf of 
M exico study.
It should be kept in m ind that this m anuscript represents ongoing research, and 
is really a first cut interpretation o f a region that has not been previously studied (the 
offshore). Future incorporation o f sample analyses from vibracores and data from 
Unocal platform  borings will significantly strengthen the ultimate results of the study.
CHAPTER 3. HOLOCENE DEPOSITIONAL ENVIRONMENTS AND
STRATIGRAPHY
The subaerial portion o f  the delta platform  has been extensively studied by 
w orkers o f the TO TA L oil com pany (Allen et al., 1979). In addition, a 637 m boring 
(25%  recovery) was drilled through the m odem  delta plain during the M ISEDOR 
project (N um erous articles in Com baz, 1987; Carbonel and M oyes, 1987; Gayet and 
Legigan, 1987). Gastaldo and Hue (1992) collected 40  vibracores from  the delta plain 
and shallow near-shore regions. D ata collected for the above onshore studies were 
augm ented by a further 53 vibracores acquired fo r this project. The main focus o f the 
present study was to extend the M ahakam  delta database into the offshore region, and to 
docum ent the nature of Pleistocene depositional cycles buried beneath the shelf. 
Interpretation o f the Pleistocene stratigraphy was based on the understanding gained 
from  the study o f the m odern highstand H olocene depositional system.
H olocene sedim ent characteristics, facies distributions, and stratigraphy were 
m apped from  bottom  samples, vibracores, piston cores, and seism ic profiles. Seism ic 
coverage started at the edge o f the shallow delta platform , restricted landward by 
shallow  w ater and poor seism ic data caused by biogenic gas in the m odern sedim ents o f 
the delta. D epositional environm ents o f the delta and shelf were divided into seven 
m ain categories: delta plain, subtidal delta platform , delta front, prodelta, carbonate 
bioherm s, carbonate reefs, and starved m arine (Figure 3.1).
Subenvironm ents and sedim entary facies assem blages o f each environm ent are 
described in the first section o f this chapter. The second part focuses on distribution 
and stratigraphy of the Holocene, follow ed by a discussion of the depositional processes 
that appear to influence the m odem  delta platform  and shelf.
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Figure 3.1 Map o f  H olocene sedim ent distributions and thicknesses on the Mahakam  
shelf. R egions not covered by deltaic or carbonate facies represent areas o f 




A llen et al. (1979) subdivided the delta plain into a supratidal region, near the 
apex o f the delta, and a tidal delta  plain that incorporates m ost o f  the vegetated delta 
p latform . E levation o f the tidal delta plain is that o f  m ean high tide, and therefore 
floods during the spring phase o f  the tidal cycle. Sw am ps dom inate the delta plain: 1) 
hardw ood forest to m ixed hardw ood/nipa palm  sw am ps in the supratidal region; 2) nipa 
palm  sw am ps on the tidal delta plain; and 3) m angrove sw am ps along the outer edge o f 
delta-plain headlands, the top o f  new ly accreted bars, and along channel banks. A 
netw ork o f fluvial distributary and tidal channels d issect the delta  plain. Fluvial 
channels occur in the supratidal region, and both fluvial and tidal channels in the tidal 
delta plain.
3.1.1.1 Sw am p Facies
Sedim ents o f all three sw am p facies consists o f  organic rich, dark to light gray 
m ottled, stiff m ud (F igure 3.2). O rganic content varies. T he top m eter contains m ostly 
roots, and is locally peat to m uddy peat. L ayered p lant particulates are m ore com m on 
deeper in cores, and finely d issem inated plant particulates occur throughout. R oot 
burrow s d istort the faint evidence o f bedding, and produces the m ottled  appearance. 
W eak oxide aureoles m ay be evident around roots. Faunal rem ains are absent or rare in 
the delta plain. The different sw am p sedim ents can be d ifferen tiated  by their 
phytological com position (G astaldo and Hue, 1992).
3 .1.1.2 F luvial D istributaries
T he M ahakam  river b ifurcates three to four tim es as it crosses the broad delta 
plain, the m ajor distributaries are located along the northern and southern sectors o f the 
delta. C hannels are straight to anastom osing, and num erous tidal channels intersect 
these distributaries. D istributaries o f the southern sector, near H andil D ua (Figure 1.2) 
are the m ost active, and have subaqueous extensions beyond the delta  plain onto the
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Figure 3.2 Representative X-ray radiographs of depositional facies sampled in cores. Lighter tones indicate denser material. Core diameter is 7.5 
cm. a) V ibracoreNPl A, cross-bedded sands of a fluvial distributary channel bar. b) Vibracore IB7 , organic rich swamp deposits, c) 
Vibracore DD1, tidal mud flats, dark layers are organic drapes, d) Vibracore DD8, shell-rich subtidal delta platform muds buried 
beneath the distal delta plain, e) Vibracore V I4, organic rich, bedded muds of the sub-tidal platform/delta-front transition, f) 
Vibracore V , delta front mud. g) Vibracore V3, Massive mud with incipient diagenetic nudules from the lower delta front, h) 
Fossilliferous prodelta mud. Continued on next page.
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Figure 3.2 continued i) Vibracore V20, shelly shelf mud. j) Piston core PI, Halimeda wackestone/siliciclastic shelf mud transition at the top of a 
bioherm. k) Piston core PI, Halimeda wackestone from interior of a bioherm. 1) Piston core P6, bioturbated, muddy bioclastic sand 
from the upper slope, m) Vibracore V5, fossilliferous sand above the transgressive ravinement surface. Coiled "shells" are the tests of 
the giant foraminifera Operculina ammonoides. n) Vibracore V I8 at the shelf edge, burrowed Pleistocene delta platform to delta 
front muds. Burrows are filled with shelly shelf mud and originate at the modem sea floor.
-P-
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shallow  sub-tidal p latform , alm ost to the delta  front. T here are no levees associated 
w ith the d istributaries. A llen et al. (1979) subdivided each distributary  into a proxim al, 
fluvially dom inated section, and a distal, tidally  influenced section.
Proxim al channels are relatively straight and narrow , 7 to 10 m  deep (locally 
15m) and 1 - 1.5 km  wide. T he thalw eg m eanders w ith in  this straight channel and is 
covered w ith sand w aves and dunes. T he m eanders define alternating  lateral accretion 
bars which constitute the thickest, and coarsest depositional units o f  the M ahakam  delta. 
Lateral accretion bars have an erosional base, contain  clean, trough crossbedded to 
m assive, m edium  to coarse sand w ith drapes o f p lan t particulates. C SI vibracores 
penetrated  the upper, fining portions o f exposed  bars (cores A T C FD P, LBI-A , LB I-B , 
N PIA  to N PIE, Figure 1.5), starting in cross-bedded  m edium  sands (Figure 3.2), then 
flaser bedding to alternating m ud-sand couplets, lenticular bedding, and finally, organic- 
rich m ud typical o f sw am p deposits at the top.
D istal distributaries are tidally  influenced and experience tw o-layered residual 
circulation w here net flow  is upstream  along the channel bed  (A llen e t al. 1979). M id­
channel bars are the com m on channel fill elem ent. T hese bars have gradational bases 
from  m ud dom inated subtidal p latform  sedim ents, to interbedded sands and m uds, and 
overall, are m uddier and finer grained than lateral accretion bars. A lternating m ud-sand 
couplets at the base grade into len ticu lar bedding, and finally , organic mud. A nim al 
burrow s and shells are encountered  in this distal setting.
3.1.1.3 T idal Channels
The delta plain is d issected  by a netw ork o f  m eandering tidal channels w hich 
serve to drain the large tidal prism . T hese channels are narrow  but m ay be up to 20 m 
deep (W renn, pers. com m ., 1994). Sedim ents transported  in tidal channels are 
dom inantly  m ud and organic m atter. V ibracores PBTD P-1 to PB T D P-7, located on 
tidal channel point bars (Figure 1.5), contain w eakly  bedded to lam inated organic m ud, 
with thin lignite and silt layers. Sedim ents are sim ilar to sw am p deposits. B edding is
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distorted by root burrows from  N ipa palm  and m angroves established on top of the 
point bars.
3.1.2 Intertidal Mudflats and Organic Beach Ridges
Extensive mudflats form  a transitional region between vegetated delta plain 
headlands and the subtidal platform . M udflat sedim ents com prise parallel bedded 
muddy peat to organic rich m ud (Figure 3.2). The inner portions o f m udflats have 
num erous shore-parallel ridges o f finely com m utated plant organic m atter form ed by 
wave action (Allen et al. 1979). M angrove swam ps colonize the em ergent m ud flats. 
V ibracores DD-1 to DD-8 (Figure 1.5) through the distal headlands each contain one or 
two 20-50 cm  thick layers o f  detrital peat. B ivalve shell material and some animal 
burrows are evident.
3.1.3 Subtidal Delta Platform
This environm ent has been term ed delta front in all previous literature on the 
M ahakam  delta. D elta front is really a m orphological term that better describes the 
steep edge of the delta platform , and so is renam ed here to subtidal platform  
environm ent. The proxim al prodelta o f A llen et al. (1979) is now the delta front, which 
is more in line with nom enclature from  studies o f other deltas.
W ater depths of less than 5 m m ake this region difficult to access from  land or 
sea, and no vibracores were collected during the present study. A llen et al. (1979) and 
G astaldo and Hue (1992) collected num erous cores, focusing on the m ajor distributary 
inlet areas. Additional sam ples were collected during the M ISED O R drilling program  
(Carbonel and M oyes, 1987). The greatest variety o f sedim entary facies occurred on 
the subtidal platform: organic rich muds, interbedded mud and sand at various 
sand:m ud ratios, and bioclastic and massive sand. These facies were identifiable from 
delta plain deposits by the presence of animal burrow s and shells (mainly bivalves, 
F igure 3.2d). Foram iniferal and ostracode assem blages differentiated the inner from  the
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outer subtidal platform, and also distsributary from  interdistributary regions (Carbonel 
andM oyes, 1987).
Overall the 5-10 km w ide subtidal platform  is m ud dom inated and rich in 
organics (4-7%  total organic content (TOC), V IC O  data). Tidally form ed shore 
perpendicular bars occur near active and abandoned distributary inlets. Sandy 
distributary mouth bars along the outer edge o f the delta p latform  are rare, but may 
develop o ff the largest distributaries. M ost offshore extensions o f distributary channels 
term inate at a middle ground or bifurcating bar on the m iddle platform , and have 
associated sandy subaquaeous levees. A  7 m thick distributary-m outh bar occurs at the 
outer platform  off the Handil D istributary in the south. All sand bars have gradational 
bases, coarsen upward, and consist o f alternating m ud-sand beds and bioclastic sand. 
The top o f abandoned sand bars m ay contain abundant iron-oxide coated grains, form ed 
by a com bination of rem obilized iron in reducing interstitial w ater m igrating to the 
surface and precipitating onto grains within the oxic zone, and rew orking (rolling) by 
tidal currents (Allen et al., 1979).
3.1.4 Delta Front
T he steep outer edge o f the delta p latform  is com posed alm ost exclusively of 
organic-rich mud. These muds may be bedded, with thin plant-particulate and silt 
lam inae com m on in shallower w ater. Zones o f intense m icroburrow ing are evident in 
X-ray radiographs (Figure 3.2), but delta front sedim ents are the least burrow ed of all 
facies. Faunal remains are sparse, and barren zones were encountered in som e cores 
and surface samples. The sedim ents contain a m arginal m arine benthic foram 
assem blage (Sen Gupta, 1995), and are differentiable from  platform  deposits based on 
the ostracode assemblage (Carbonel and M oyes, 1987). The barren zones probably 
reflect carbonate test dissolution due to low pH  interstitial waters produced by the 2-5%  
total organic carbon content (Sen Gupta, 1995). Presence o f free elem ental sulfur is 
indicative o f  anoxic conditions. Tan colored nodules and incipient nodules o f siderite
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and m agnesium -calcite are com m on. B ubble-phase biogenic gas generated by 
anaerobic decom position o f organics attenuates seism ic sound signals, which causes an 
acoustic w ipeout zone beneath the delta front (Figures 3.3, 3.4). Seven of the vibracore 
sites are from  the delta front facies.
3.1.5 Prodelta
The break-in-slope at the base o f the delta front, between 30 and 40 m water 
depth, defines the landward edge o f the prodelta apron. This break-in-slope coincides 
with a transition from  organic rich black m uds o f the delta front to olive green, 
fossilliferous massive muds o f the prodelta (Figure 3.2e-h). The outer edge of the 
acoustic w ipeout zone on seism ic profiles also corresponds to this delta front to prodelta 
transition (Figure 3.4). A bundant foram  tests cause a gritty texture to the prodelta 
muds. Benthic forams are a m ixture o f m arginal-m arine and m arine assemblages, 
becom ing m ore m arine further seaw ard (Sen G upta, 1995). O ther fauna include 
gastropods, bivalves, large benthic foram s and echinoid fragments. A sim ilar trend of 
seaw ard increasing marine influence is seen in palynology analyses (Satchell and 
W renn, 1995). The high fossil content, extent o f bioturbation, and low organic 
preservation (TOC 0.5-1.0 %) attest to much slow er depositional rates and more 
biogenic rew orking than on the delta front. Sedim ents o f the thin, outer edge o f the 
prodelta apron have a higher shell content and are perhaps more accurately termed 
shelly shelf muds (Figure 3.2). On seism ic profiles the prodelta facies forms a seaward 
thinning apron with feint, conform able internal reflectors, and sm ooth topography 
(Figure 3.4).
3.1.6 Bioherms and Biohermal Platforms
Extensive bioherm  m ounds and platform s on the shelf are easily distinguished 
by their characteristic seism ic facies (Figures 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, 3.7). Side scan sonar records 
show  the m ounded shape of the bioherm s, and seism ic data reveal internal reflections 
that are also m ounded (Figure 3.6), or acoustically opaque (Figure 3.5). The base is
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F igure 3 .3  L ocation  map o f  se ism ic  profiles in  F igures 3 .4  to 3 .10 . P rofiles illustrate  
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F igu re  3 .4  S e ism ic  G eo p u lse  L in e  D 21 a c cr o ss  th e  s h e lf  o f  the southern sector . T h e  s te ep  d elta  front o f  the m o d e m  M ahakam  R ive  
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Figure 3.5 Seismic Geopulse and side-scan-sonar image Line D20, inner shelf. The 
modem delta is burying shelf bioherms. Fused bioherms form distinctive 
mounded topography clearly visible on side-scan images. The prodelta 
apron is poorly developed in the central sector of the shelf due to scour by 





Figure 3.6 Seismic Geopulse and side-scan-sonar image Line D20, outer shelf.
Extensive platforms of fused Halimeda bioherms cover large portions of 
the outer shelf, central and northern sectors. Note partial to complete 
acoustic attenuation beneath the bioherms. Local "hard" returns are 
probably coralline-algal buildups.
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Figure 3 .7  S e ism ic  G eop u lse  L ine S3 , inner sh e lf  o f  central sector. B ioherm  co v era g e  on the inner sh e lf  is  not as ex ten siv e , 
regions o f  sedim ent starvation or scour are interspersed by H alim ed a  p in nacles m ore than 3 0  m  tall. N o te  sh e lf  
scour channel w h ich  has reoccu pied  the location  o f  an older, f illed  sh e lf  scour channel associated  w ith Surface
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com m only a planar surface (U pper Truncation Surface). Bioherm s occur as solitary 
m ounds, pinnacles (Figure 3.4 inner shelf, 3.7), or have fused laterally to form  bioherm  
platform s (Figure 3.4 outer shelf, 3.6). H eights (thicknesses) vary from undram atic sea 
floor undulations, less than 10 ms (7.5 m), to giant mounds and pinnacles in excess o f 
50 ms (38 m) and 200 m to several kilom eters in width (Figure 3.8).
V ibracores V6, V8, V 26, V27, V28, and piston cores PI to P5 penetrate the top 
o f these mounds (Figure 1.4). The interior o f the mounds consists o f H alim eda  
w ackestone (Figure 3.9). W hole to fragm ented H alim eda  flakes are the dom inant 
constituent, large benthic foram inifera, Am phistegina  sp, Tinoporous spengleri, and 
Operculina  ammonoides (Sen Gupta, 1995), are also common, and coralline algal 
nodules are present (Figure 3.2). The H olocene m ounds are loosely packed, white m ud 
and muddy water fill the interstices. D ew atering o f sedim ents during transportation of 
cores resulted in significant settling and com paction o f the sedim ent column. 
B ioturbation, although probably present, is difficult to identify in these sediments.
3.1.7 S helf-E dge C a rb o n a te  B u ild u p s  - "R eefs"
Large reef-like buildups (in excess o f  50 ms, com m only 100 ms) occur along the 
shelf edge of the northern and central shelf (Figures 3.10). Pinnacles 80 to 100 m high 
are also growing on a 180 m deep terrace, landw ard o f the northernm ost reef walls 
(Figure 3.11). These buildups have "hard" returns on side-scan and are difficult to 
penetrate with vibracores. In the 3 to 4  m interval sam pled by Vibracores V8 to V10 
there was no evidence o f a cem ented fram ew ork typical of coral reefs. Encrusting 
coralline algae occur as nodules, and solitary corals were present. The foram 
assem blage is typical of M akassar Strait reef com m unities: A m phistegina-Tinoporus - 
O perculina, sim ilar to the H alim eda  bioherm  assem blage (Sen G upta, 1995).
3.2 S T R A T IG R A P H Y
The transgressive boundary form ed during the Pleistocene to Holocene sea level 
rise and flooding of the shelf, is represented by a sub-horizontal truncation surface - the
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Figure 3.8 Giant Halimeda buildup on the middle shelf of the central sector.
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MAHAKAM DELTA STUDY: LITHOLOGIC LOG 
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Figure 3.9 Representative lithologic log of the upper Halimeda bioherm stratigraphy which 
illustrates the transition from Halimeda wackestone to fossilliferous shelf mud in 
the top meter. Key to lithologic symbols in the Appendix. Figure continued on 
next page.
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F igure 3 .1 0  S eism ic  G eop u lse  L ine D 17 , sh e lf  ed g e  o f  the northern sector. C ross section
through a reef-like  w all a long  the outer ed ge  o f  a dow nfaulted , rotated fault b lock .
00
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Figure 3 .11 Shaded re lie f  representation o f  the northern sector sh e lf  illustrating the reef-like
trends. R e e f  trends occur a long  the seaward edge  o f  a large, dow nfaulted  and rotated 
sh e lf  b lock. Abundant faulting o f  the northern sh e lf  in fluences distribution o f  northern  
low stand depocenters.
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"U pper Truncation Surface" (Figure 3.4), that bevels o ff the top o f the youngest shelf- 
edge clinoform  depocenter (discussed later). V ibracores through this surface (V5, V7, 
V17-19, V23 and V25) reveal non-m arine deposits below (delta plain), and marine 
above (Figures 3.2m-n). The age o f this surface, betw een ±  15 and 5 ka, is inferred 
from  sim ilar surfaces on shelves in other parts o f the w orld which have been 
radiom etrically dated (eg. M atthew 's, 1990). A shell lag above, and plant organics 
below this surface will provide material for future dating.
The two m ajor stratigraphic com ponents above the transgressive surface are: 1) 
the Holocene M ahakam  Delta platform  on the inner to m iddle shelf; and 2) Carbonate 
buildups on the middle to outer shelf (Figure 3.1). The rem ainder of the shelf and upper 
slope are regions o f sedim ent starvation or scour. F igure 3.12 is a schematic cross 
section from  the m odem  delta apex to shelf edge, show ing the basic Holocene 
stratigraphic framework. Onshore stratigraphy is based m ainly on the work of A llen et 
al. (1979), with additional input from the M ISED O R  drilling project (Carbonel and 
M oyes, 1987; Gayet and Legigan, 1987) and vibracores from this study. Stratigraphy of 
the delta front and offshore is from seismic profiles and cores acquired during the 
present study.
3.2.1 M o d ern  d e lta  s tra tig ra p h y - H I  lobe
The modern delta is up to 50 m thick beneath the outerm ost platform. Prodelta 
deposits at the base are 10 to 20 m thick, and thin landward. D elta front deposits are 
volum etrically the most important, up to 40 m thick beneath the outer platform , and also 
thin landward. A  10 m thick subtidal platform  unit overlies the delta front. The delta 
succession is capped by 3 to 4 m of delta plain sw am p deposits (Figure 3.12). M ost o f 
the landw ard thinning is accounted for by the prodelta and delta front deposits. There 
are no cores that penetrate the entire Holocene section o f the proxim al delta plain.
The seaward thinning prodelta apron attains m axim um  offshore extent in the 
southern sector, and to a lesser extent, on the northern shelf, but pinches out within 10
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km o f the delta platform  edge in the central sector (Figure 3.1). The delta front has a 
gentle arcuate shape in plan view, with no obvious m ulti-lobed structure related to 
location o f active distributaries (Figure 1.2).
A lm ost the entire delta platform  consists o f  mud. Sands are restricted to 
fluvially dom inated distributary channels and as bars on the subtidal platform  in the 
vicinity o f active distributaries. Sand bars w ere also found o ff the tidally dom inated 
central sector of the delta plain. Allen et al. (1979) proposed that these latter bars are 
relict features o f an abandoned fluvial distributary.
3.2.2 Early Holocene delta - H2 lobe
An earlier Holocene progradational delta cycle is partially exposed beneath the 
m odem  delta front (Figure 3.13). C linoform s o f the H2 lobe dow nlap the Upper 
Truncation Surface, and are in turn truncated by a planar surface interpreted as the 
product o f seafloor ravinem ent processes. C linoform s o f the m odern H I lobe downlap 
onto the truncated H2 lobe. V ibracore V24 through the top o f the H2 lobe contains 
m edium  gray lam inated m ud sim ilar to the m odem  outer delta platform /upper delta 
front. The only evidence of fauna occurs in large burrow s originating at the m odem  sea 
floor.
The truncation surface separating the H I and H2 lobes occurs at 40 m depth. 
C linoform  topsets of the H2 lobe were quite close to sea level at time of deposition.
The present sea level highstand was attained about 5 ky ago (Aharon and Chapell, 1986; 
M atthew s, 1990). Prodelta sedim ents dated at 5-7 ka (when sea level was at or near the 
present level) at 50 m depth in the M ISED O R core are probably correlative with the H I 
prodelta deposits on top o f the H 2 lobe. Even though subsidence rates are fairly high 
(0.2-0.35 m /ky) the elevation o f the H2 lobe suggests deposition during a period o f 
substantially low er-than-present sea level. D elta plain deposits dated at 10 ka in the 
M ISED O R  core may correlate to the H2 deposits, an age that corresponds to the 






F igu re  3 .1 3  S e ism ic  G eo p u lse  L in e  D 2 2  illu strating  truncated c lin o fo r m s o f  the early  H o lo c e n e  
H 2  lo b e  d o w n la p p ed  by the p rograd ing  front o f  the m o d e m  H I delta.
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to H olocene deglacial trend, and potentially reversed, or at least slowed down the rate of 
eustatic rise at about the 10-12 ka time frame.
3.2.3 C a rb o n a te  s tra tig ra p h y
The dom inant carbonate facies are the H alim eda  bioherm s. Halimeda  bioherm s 
occur on the outer to middle shelf of the central sector, and m ainly the outer shelf o f the 
northern sector (Figure 3.1). Bioherm s fuse to form  extensive platform s, com m only 
more than 20 m thick. The upper portions of alm ost all the H alim eda  bioherm  core sites 
have a steady m atrix-color change from w hite/light gray to dark-gray /olive-green, that 
signifies an increasing terrigenous content. W ithin the top m eter there is a dramatic 
decrease in H alim eda  particles, and an increase in coralline algal nodules, bivalve and 
gastropod shells, and terrigenous mud (Figures 3.2j, 3.9). The foram  assemblage in this 
upper section changes from carbonate to a m uddy m arine association and are abraded 
and discolored (Sen Gupta, 1995). B ioherm s near the delta front may have some 
m arginal m arine species in the upper m uddy section. The prograding delta front is 
burying carbonate buildups on the middle shelf (Figure 3.5).
T he thick, reef-like ridges are restricted to the shelf edge in the north and north- 
central sectors. The northern ridge system  is located along the outer edge of a 
dow nthrow n, rotated fault block. Tops o f tall pinnacles on the shelf may show "hard" 
returns on side-scan images, which suggests a possible cem ented carbonate substrate.
3.3 D E P O S IT IO N A L  P R O C E S S E S  IN F L U E N C IN G  T H E  H O L O C E N E  
S T R A T IG R A P H Y
A llen et al. (1979) have published detailed accounts of the depositional 
processes that influences delta platform  stratigraphy, especially those processes that are 
related to sand deposition and distribution within distributaries and on the sub-tidal 
platform . The first part of this section will briefly outline the processes of the delta 
platform  that differ from m ore com m only studied fluvial and wave dom inated deltas, 
and which have bearing on interpretation o f the ancestral P leistocene deltas. A
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discussion on depositional processes that influence the shelf regions seaw ard o f the 
delta front follow s.
3 .3 .1 Depositional Processes on the Delta Platform
3.3.1.1 Tidal influence on sedim ent distribution
A lthough seasonal flooding cycles m ay influence sedim ent transport to the 
coast, sedim ent redistribution onto  the delta  plain is not contro lled  by river flood cycles. 
The fluvial d istributaries do not have levees, and river floods in the delta are not severe. 
E levation o f the delta plain is controlled  by m ean high tide, and is about 2 m  above 
m ean sea level. The delta plain therefore floods once a day during the spring-tide 
phase. Suspended-load sedim ents are transported  w ithin the tidal prism  and effectively 
redistributed across the entire delta plain.
Fluvial d istributaries sw itch location through tim e. T he southern distributaries 
are the m ost active. T he northern distributaries are in a w aning phase and have slightly 
flared inlets. A  m ajor distributary apparently  traversed the central sector o f the delta 
plain, depositing sand bars on the subtidal p latform , its location now obscured by 
num erous tidal channels (Allen et al., 1979). T he delta plain has receded som ew hat in 
this central sector, and tidal channels have very broad, flared  inlets. Such distributary 
sw itching affects the location o f sand facies on the delta p latform . H ow ever, the large 
scale abandonm ent and im bricate stacking o f lobes that is associated with lobe 
sw itching in river dom inated deltas (C olem an and G agliano, 1964) probably does not 
occur in the M ahakam  delta. T here is no obvious m ulti-lobate structure to the delta 
front that can be related  to  h igher depositional rates in the vicinity o f active 
distributaries.
3.3.1.2 L im ited Sand D istribution
Sand deposition is confined to the distributary  channels and to the subtidal 
p latform  in the vicinity o f the distributary inlets. V ery little, if  any, sand is transported 
to the delta front. M ultiple bifurcations across the broad, flat delta plain reduces the
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hydrological efficiency o f channel flow. T he salt w edge and associated residual tw o- 
layered circulation therefore penetrate  far upstream  and lim its bedload transport in the 
low er channel sections. As the delta  plain grew  through the H olocene highstand 
period, so too did the volum e o f  the tidal prism , the lengths o f  distributary channels, and 
num ber o f channel b ifurcations. T he im pact o f  tides on sedim ent dispersal therefore 
probably increased throughout the H olocene.
3.3.1.3 Sedim ent D istribution on the Subtidal Platform  and D elta Front
Location o f distributary channel inlets does not have a m ajor influence on local 
delta front progradation rates. T he overall sm ooth arcuate shape o f the delta front 
suggests that the delta  is p rograding along the entire length o f the front. C lay-rich 
sedim ents w hich flocculate at the fresh/salt w ater interface in the d istributaries, together 
with organics produced in the delta  plain, are redistributed across the entire sub-tidal 
p latform  and delta front by tidal currents and dispersive buoyancy forces acting on the 
low density river plum e. T idal currents probably dim inish significantly  on the delta 
front due to the deeper w ater colum n.
3.3.1.4 Controls on delta-facies thickness
Thickness o f H olocene depositional units is controlled by w ater depth and 
additional accom m odation created  by syndepositional substrate com paction and 
subsidence. T he delta plain is on ly  3-4 m thick, and im plies an average accretion o f 
only 1 to 1.5 m m /yr during the last 5 to 7 ky (Figure 3.12). T idal channels are highly 
sinuous and it is not know n if these represent m igrating m eanders. If  m eandering 
occurs then it is p lausible that the dense netw ork o f tidal channels continuously rew ork 
and renew  the thin delta plain cover. T he supply o f fluvial fines and locally produced 
organics (nipa and m angrove) tha t exceed accom m odation volum es created by 
subsidence are exported to the subtidal platform  and delta front by tidal processes.
D epositional w ater depths on the subtidal delta platform  are less than 5 m. 
H ow ever, the thickness o f subtidal p latform  deposits in TOTAL'S borings is about 10 m,
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w hich indicates substantial increase in accom m odation due to com paction o f the 
underlying delta front w edge (A llen et al., 1979)(Figure 3.12).
The large accom m odation space, and reduced tidal currents due to the deeper 
w ater colum n on the delta front, results in high depositional rates on this steep outer 
edge o f the d e ltap la tfo rm . T he high organic content and anoxic conditions suggest 
rapid sedim entation rates. A llen et al. (1979) estim ates an average H olocene 
progradation rate o f 5 m /yr. T here is no evidence o f slope failure and m ass w asting on 
the steep delta  front, a com m on feature o f  m ud dom inated delta  system s (e.g. Roberts, 
1980; P rior et al. 1986).
3.2.2 Modern Shelf Processes
3.2.2.1 Prodelta
D istribution o f both prodelta  sedim ents and carbonates is apparently influenced 
by the strong southerly Indonesian T hroughflow  current w hich sweeps across the shelf. 
M odern delta deposits extend less than 10 km  seaw ard o f  the delta p latform  edge in the 
central sector. Seism ic profiles show  evidence o f active scour o f the delta-platform  
toesets in the central sector (F igure 3 .5 ) .  Protrusion o f the delta  p latform  obstructs the 
south flow ing Throughflow  current, and creates a low er energy lee environm ent to  the 
north and south. P rodelta deposits accum ulate in these low er energy regions (F igure 
3.1). P latform  current m eter m oorings indicate that the Throughflow  current im pinge 
on the N-S trending central sector o f the delta front (m ooring A , F igure 1.10), w hereas 
w eaker, variable direction flow s occur in the lee o f  the p latform  further south (m ooring 
B, F igure 1.10). M axim um  thickness o f  prodelta  sedim ents is about 15 m on the 
southern shelf sector.
3.2.2.2 C arbonate A ccretion
H alim eda  b ioherm s and erosional topography are closely  associated. B ioherm s 
tend  to grow  on topographic h ighs o f  the underlying U pper T runcation Surface, 
protecting the surface from  further scour, and am plifying the erosional re lie f (Figures
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3.5, 3.7). Once Halimeda  algal m eadow s are established they baffle the erosional 
currents (tidal currents and Throughflow  current) which results in localized sedim ent 
traps within an overall region o f scour. M ost o f the sedim ents within the m ounds, from 
gravel size to mud, is probably generated in-situ from H alim eda  plant fragm ents and 
associated epifauna. Individual mounds eventually fuse to form  carbonate platform s 
(Figure 3.6).
A lgal carbonates are photosynthetic, and thrive in clear, nutrient rich, warm, 
saline water at photic-zone depths. The Throughflow  current is probably im portant in 
keeping the water colum n clear during the period of H alim eda  growth, diluting and 
sw eeping south the turbid river plum e and algal bloom s feeding on river derived 
nutrients. Vertical m ixing o f nutrients by internal tides and upwelling enriches the 
usually low nutrient waters o f the upper therm ocline in the M akassar Strait (Ilahude, 
1978; Gordon, 1986; Ffield and Gordon, 1992). Potentially, the Throughflow  current 
w ould bathe the bioherm s in relatively nutrient rich higher-salinity w ater beneficial to 
algal carbonate growth. High nutrient concentrations are detrim ental to fram ework 
reef-building organism s and favor green algal com m unities (Hallock and Schlager, 
1986).
The thin drape o f terrigenous m ud and low Halim eda  content across the top of 
the bioherm s indicates that bioherm  accretion is not as prolific as it once was.
Som etim e after the modern delta started prograding onto the shelf, the higher influx of 
terrigenous sedim ents and m ore extensive river plum e probably decreased the depth of 
the photic zone and im pacted the Halim eda  com m unities. At present the mounds are 
barely accreting, primarily by increm ental deposition o f terrigenous mud. Burrowing 
and currents are reworking the top o f the m ounds, as evidenced by the abraded nature of 
faunal rem ains (Sen Gupta, 1995). It is possible that som e of the reef trends on the 
outer shelf are still active, locally these have accreted to within 20 m of the sea surface.
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The Throughflow  current is still flowing across the shelf, diluting the river plume, 
keeping terrigenous muds in suspension, and sw eeping these fines off the shelf.
Future dating o f H alim eda  particles will establish their growth rates on the 
M ahakam  shelf, and the tim ing for terrigenous input w hich im pacted the bioherms. The 
earliest date o f Holocene delta progradation beneath the m odem  delta plain established 
by A llen et al. (1979) is 7 ky BP.
CHAPTER 4. PLEISTOCENE STRATIGRAPHY
4.1 PLEISTOCENE STRATIGRAPHIC COMPONENTS AND THEIR 
SEISMIC CHARACTERISTICS
C haracteristics of the Pleistocene stratigraphic com ponents identified in 
seism ic are discussed in the first portion o f this chapter. These com ponents are 
described m ore or less in the sequential order which they occur w ithin a Depositional 
Cycle (defined below). D istributions and basic interpretation o f depositional 
environm ents o f identified stratigraphic elem ents follows. A m odel synthesising the 
sequential developm ent o f one depositional cycle is covered in the next chapter 
(C hapter 5). Figure 4.1 schematically illustrates the nature and stratigraphic position 
o f com ponents within a Depositional Cycle, to be used as a guide for this chapter. In 
defining the stratigraphic com ponents and their seism ic characteristics, a considerable 
num ber o f seism ic illustrations are required. These illustrations have been subdivided 
into sections containing seism ic sections from  the southern (Figures 4.2 to 4.13), 
northern (Figures 4.14 to 4.20), and central shelf sectors (Figures 4.21 to 4.23) and the 
slope (Figure 4.24 to 4.27), each section is preceded by a Figure location map.
4.1.1 Depositional Cycles Bounded By Downlap Surfaces
The m ost distinct, easily correlated and m appable regional surfaces on the shelf 
are the D ownlap Surfaces (DL), which subdivide the stratigraphy into Depositional 
Cycles H I , H2, P I , P2, P3 ...etc. (H and P signify H olocene and Pleistocene, 
respectively). A  D ownlap Surface is defined by aerially extensive clinoform  downlap, 
com m only onto a regional, high-am plitude reflection event (Figure 4.15). These 
surfaces are the ancient equivalent of the m odem  sea floor, which is presently being 
buried, and downlapped, by the Holocene M ahakam  delta lobe (Figure 3.4). Downlap 
Surfaces m ay show evidence o f erosion at a variety o f scales, from  less than 5 ms to 
m ore than 50 ms (<4 m, >40 m) deep cuts, especially w here they are associated with 
carbonate buildups (Figures 3.7, 4.22). W here
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STRATIGRAPHIC ELEMENTS OF A DEPOSITIONAL CYCLE
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Figure 4.1 Schematic representation of units and surfaces from one Depositional Cycle 



















F igure 4 .2  L ocation  m ap o f  se ism ic  profiles in  F igures 4 .3  to 4 .1 3 , from  the southern  
sh e lf  sector.
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Figure 4 .3  S e ism ic  W ater Gun L ine D 2  accross the sh e lf  ed g e , illustrating thick C linoform  and H orizontal U n its  o f  the
southern P I depocenter (P IS ) w h ich  underlie the sh e lf  edge. T he segm en t is  situated  on  the dow nthrow n block  
o f  a growthfault. -ju>
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Figure 4.4 Seismic Geopulse Line D2 illustrating the transition from oblique to sigmoid clinoforms. Onlapping strata of 
the Horizontal Unit are updip extensions of sigmoid clinoforms.
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Figure 4.6 Seismic Geopulse Line D16 showing narrow, steep sided channels in the Horizontal Unit. Channels originate at 
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Figure 4 .7  S e ism ic  G eop u lse  L ine D 1 sh o w in g  the V 1 8  vibracore site  at the sh e lf  break, w h ich  sam p led  the transition from  
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Figure 4 .8  Seism ic G eopulse L ine D l ,  illustrating the co m p lex  fill o f  the broad, shore-norm al R ew orked U n it trend in P IS . 
Proxim al region o f  R ew orked trend is  obscured by acoustic attenuation, probably due to b iogen ic  gas.
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Figure 4.9 Seismic Geopulse Line D25 showing latteral accretion facies within the Reworked Unit on the outer shelf, 
Pleistocene PIS depocenter. M = sea floor multiple.
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Figure 4.10 Seismic Geopulse Line C2D1 illustrating widespread lateral accretion beds of the Reworked Unit on the inner 
shelf, Pleistocene PIS depocenter. M = sea floor multiple.
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Figure 4 .11 W ater G un L ine C 2S 13, a transverse v iew  through a narrow feeder trend in the southern P I depocenter. 
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Figure 4 .1 2  G eo p u lse  L ine  D 2 2  representing an ax ia l-o b liq u e  v ie w  o f  the narrow  feed er  ch an n el in  p reced in g  F igu re 4 .1 1 .
T h e  ch an n el has a low er  R ew orked  U n it f ill  and an upper co n form ab le , on lap p ing  fill. N o te  the e f fe c t  o f  the  
high er reso lu tion  se ism ic  to o l in  th is figure com pared  to the W ater G un p ro file  o f  the transverse v ie w  o f  the  
prev iou s figure.
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Figure 4 .1 3  G eop u le  L ine C 2S 12 , dow ndip o f  the previous tw o figures, sh o w in g  three or four channel trends in c is in g  the  
P IS  H orizontal and C linoform  U nits. S h e lf  scour is  apparently am plified  by abandoned channel trends during 
subsequent transgression o f  the low stan d  delta
oc






F igure 4 .1 4  L ocation  m ap o f  se ism ic  profiles in F igures 4 .1 5  to 4 .20 . S e ism ic
p ro file s  illustrate pertinent stratigraphic features from  the northern sh e lf  
sector.
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Figure 4 .1 5  S eism ic  G eop u lse  L ine D 1 2 , inner sh e lf  northern sector. D ep osition a l C y c les  H I to P3 are separated by h igh  
am plitude dow nlap surfaces D L H 1 to D L P 3. N o te  c linoform s v isib le  in  c y c le s  H I , P I ,  and P 2a Strata are 
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Figure 4.16 Seismic Geopulse Line C2S5 illustrating prominent clinoforms of the P IN  cycle that are sourced by the small 
Santan River drainage system north of the Mahakam River (progradation direction is to the south). The small 
progradation center (diverging clinoform dips) perched on top of the main PIN  depocenter is related to final 
transgression of the PIN  depocenter.
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Figure 4.17 Seismic Water Gun C2S6 shows a thick, drowned PIN  delta lobe. Diverging clinoform dips of the
progradation center are clearly visible. This unussually thick P IN  lobe is situated on the downthrown side of a 
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Figure 4 .18 Seism ic geopulse Line S2 showing a strike v iew  through a M ahakam D elta P leistocene cycle  P IN  progradation 
center on the inner shelf. N ote diverging clinoform  dips. T w o erosional surfaces are v isib le above the 
Clinoform  U nit on the left. The erosional Onlap and Upper Truncation Surfaces are ussually amalgamated 
above the P IN  depocenter (right side). Bioherm s are established on erosional highs o f  the Upper Truncation 
Surface.
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Figure 4.19 Seism ic Geopulse Line S3. Strike view  through a Reworked Unit trend o f the P IN  depocenter. Reworked
facies are not as extensive as in P IS, and are best developed along axes o f progradation related to the ancestral 
Mahakam River, less so for the smaller Santan River progradation centers. Fills on the downthrown side o f 
growth faults are thicker than upthrown side.
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Figure 4 .20  Seism ic G eopulse L ine S2, inner shelf. Strike v iew  show s gassy  channel f ill  deposits along the axis o f  a P IN  
progradation center. Clinoform s have steep dips along axes o f  progradation o f  the ancestral P IN  Mahakam  
Delta. N ote  erosional relief o f  underlying DLP1 downlap surface. \DO
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Figure 4 .21  L ocation  m ap o f  se ism ic  profile F igures 4 .2 2  and 4 .2 3  from  the central 
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Figure 4 .22  Seism ic W ater Gun L ine C 2 S 13. Strike v iew  o f  central sector stratigraphy on the inner sh e lf  T h e P 2 a n d P 3










Figure 4.23 Seismic Water Gun Line C2D9. Dip profile showing outer shelf stratigraphy of the central sector. Note the 
poorly developed PI cycle. P3 clinoforms are largely obscured by multiple interference. M = sea floor 
multiple.
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DL = DOWMLAP SURFACE
Figure 4 .25  S e ism ic  W ater G un L ine  D 2 2 . D ep o sitio n a l C y c les  are stacked  beneath the sh e lf  break. E ach  c y c le  contains a 
C linoform  U n it and is  bounded above and b e lo w  by D ow nlap  Surfaces. D u e  to latterally  o ffse t  "shingled" 
stacking o f  su ccess iv e  low stand depocenters not all D ep o sitio n a l C y c les  are represented b y  a th ick  C linoform  
P ackage in  this s in g le  profile .
4 0 m s
Figure 4 .2 6  S eism ic  W ater Gun L ine  S5 , strike section . Thin , h igh am plitude zo n es su bd iv ide the s lo p e  stratigraphy into  
D ep osition a l C ycles , and probably represent condensed , sed im en t starved intervals w h ich  correlate to D ow n lap  
Surfaces on the sh elf. T v/o  sm all can yon s are filled  w ith  conform ab le, c y c lic  s lo p e  deposits. VO
ON
- 4 0 m s
_  MOUNDED^. 
REFLECTORS
Figure 4 .27 Seism ic W ater Gun Line S5. Strike v iew  show ing large "mounds" w hich are rotated slide b locks w ithin a large 
slum p scar downdip o f the P IS  depocenter (see Figure 4.3). Slum p scars and chaotic to m ounded deposits are 
com on on the steep slope. - j
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carbonate bioherms are buried by clinoform s the surface is defined as the uneven tops 
o f the carbonates (Figure 3.4). The equivalent o f  the Downlap Surface may be 
difficult to define on the outer shelf if overlying clinoform s are not present, or are very 
thin and have low dip gradients, or where it passes through the m iddle o f am algam ated 
carbonate bioherm s (Figure 3.7). Internal dow nlap may occur within the overlying 
C linoform  Package (Figure 4.16), and is often m ore obvious than the subtle, low-angle 
dow nlap term inations against the basal, regional dow nlap surface.
Num erous Depositional Cycles containing clinoform s, and separated by 
Downlap Surfaces, are stacked beneath the shelfbreak (Figure 4.25). Sim ilar to other 
parts of the world, the equivalent surfaces on the slope are probably high am plitude 
reflections which subdivide the slope stratigraphy (Figure 4.26). Piston cores P6 to P8 
through the top o f stratified slope deposits on the present sea floor - the m odern 
equivalent o f buried high-am plitude zones, contain over 6 m o f bioturbated, muddy 
bioclastic sand, com posed largely o f foram inifera tests (Figure 3.2).
4.1.2 Clinoform Packages
Progradational C linoform  Packages are volum etrically the m ost significant 
units on the shelf. Clinoform  facies are easy to recognize in high-resolution seism ic 
data from  the M ahakam  Shelf. Both tangential-oblique and sigm oid clinoform s occur 
(Figure 4.4). M axim um  clinoform  dips m ay vary from near horizontal to 
approxim ately 5°. Draping o f clinoform s w here they overlie carbonate mounds, 
together with syndepositional differential com paction, has resulted in "deform ation" of 
clinoform s which mimics the top-of-carbonate topography (Figure 3.4). Steeply- 
dipping clinoform s may locally downlap onto the distal low-angle toes o f preceding 
clinoform s resulting in internal downlap surfaces (Figure 4.16). Axes o f diverging 
clinoform  dips (seen in strike-oriented profiles), term ed progradation centers, are 
associated with some Clinoform  Packages (Figures 4.17 to 4.18). Chaotic units
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interbedded with the clinoform s are rare, but m ay occur near the base of the package 
where progradation centers produce thick clinoform  sets (Figure 4.17).
V ibracore V I8 and piston core P I 1 penetrate sigm oid-clinoform  topsets at the 
shelf edge in water depths o f 93 m and 123 m, respectively (Figure 4.7). These cores 
contain alternating sand and dark gray organic rich mud beds, and prevalent lignite 
drapes, very sim ilar to the m odem  subtidal delta platform  and delta front (Figure 
4.28). Large burrow s from  the m odem  sea floor have penetrated down to 4 m in V I 8, 
and are filled with fossiliferous shelf m ud (Figure 3.2n). Shelf m ud is not present at 
the sea floor in core V I 8. V ibracore site V21, situated within a m odem  shelf-scour 
channel, penetrates P I clinoform  bottom sets and contains dark to medium  gray muds 
with finely dissem inated plant organics, incipient diagenetic nodules, and very little 
fauna, sim ilar to m odem  delta front muds.
4.1.3 Onlap Surface
The O nlap Surface has a gentle seaw ard gradient, truncates underlying oblique 
clinoform s, and overlain by a unit of onlapping horizontal to sub-horizontal strata 
(Figures 4.1, 4.4). Onlap o f overlying strata onto this surface is subtle, and is m ost 
obvious where the surface has steeper relief (Figure 4.5). The Onlap Surface is 
generally planar, but may show erosional topography. At its seaw ard limit the surface 
turns into a sigm oid clinoform  (Figure 4.4) and defines the transition from tangential- 
oblique (progradational) to sigm oidal (progradational/aggradational) clinoforms.
4.1.4 Horizontal Unit
A distinct unit of horizontal to sub-horizontal, m oderate to high amplitude 
continuous reflections may overlie the clinoform s, and onlap the Onlap Surface 
(Figures 4.1, 4.3, 4.4). These reflection events are the updip extensions of 
progradational/aggradational sigm oid clinoform s. H igher-than-average amplitude 
reflections subdivide the Horizontal Unit. Steep-sided erosional channels, from less 
than 50 m to m ore than 1 km  wide, and up to 25 ms deep (~ 19m), are nested within
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MAHAKAM DELTA STUDY: LITHOLOGIC LOG
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F igure 4 .2 8  L ih o lo g ic  lo g  o f  v ibracore V 1 8 , from  the shelfbreak  at 93m  w ater depth. 
T he core  penetrates the sigm oid-c linoform -topset/hon zon ta l-stra ta  
transition o f  the P IS  depocenter (see  F igure 4 .7 ). Sed im ents are very  
sim ilar to subtidal platform /delta front m aterial o f  the m od em  delta. 
B urrow s at the sea  floor penetrate m ore than 3  m  into the delta substrate. 
K ey  to lith o lo g ic  sy m b o ls in the A p pend ix . F igure continued  on  the next 
page.
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the horizontal strata (Figure 4.6). There is no evidence for extensive, if any, lateral 
m igration o f these narrow channels. C hannels are filled with onlapping or inclined 
strata, or seism ically transparent fill. In som e cases the lower 10-15 ms of fill in the 
channel is o f slightly higher am plitude and chaotic-looking Reworked Facies 
(explained below). M ultiple levels o f channels occur, the channels appear to originate 
at the aforem entioned high-am plitude sub-dividing reflections (Figure 4.6).
V ibracores V17, V20, V20a, and V22 targeted the Horizontal Unit (Figure 
1.4), but due to the stiff nature o f the clay at the top o f this facies penetration was 
poor. The clays recovered from  the top were light gray, m ottled clay, with roots, 
lignite particles, and abundant red oxidation zones. Faunal remains were absent. The 
sedim ents appeared to be a m ore oxidized version of the m ottled organic rich clays of 
the m odern delta plain swam ps (Vibracores IB-1 to IB-8, Figure 1.5).
4.1.5 Reworked Unit
Zones o f com plex reflection configurations, including chaotic (Figure 4.19), 
channeled, and steep lateral accretion reflections (Figures 4.8, 4.9, 4.10), occur near 
the top o f C linoform  Packages and within the overlying Horizontal Units. The 
erosional base and edge of this unit is defined by a distinct change from orderly 
reflections o f the Clinoform and Horizontal U nits to the disorderly appearance o f the 
Rew orked Unit (Figure 4.9). This erosional surface is som etim es represented by a 
higher-am plitude reflection event. M any steep sided channels within the Horizontal 
U nit have chaotic looking, high am plitude rew orked facies in the lower 10-15 ms of 
fill (7-10 m) and an onlapping horizontal upper fill (Figures 4.11 - transverse channel 
section, and 4.12 - section oblique to channel axis).
4.1.6 Upper Truncation Surface
Erosional truncation o f horizontal and clinoform  reflections occurs near or at 
the present sea floor. Truncation may be planar (Figures 3.4, 4.4), or irregular (Figure 
4.18). W hen the upper truncation surface is associated with carbonate bioherms it is
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com m only planar where it is buried beneath the bioherm s, and forms incised erosional 
cuts in betw een the bioherm (Figure 3.4). The erosional cuts into the top o f the PI 
cycle are still active today as interpreted from  the lack o f sedim entary fill (Figures 3.5, 
3.7). V ibracores V5, V7, V17 to V23, and V25 all penetrate this surface (Figure 1.4). 
In each core the surface marks an abrupt change from marginal to non-m arine below 
to fossiliferous, olive green prodelta/shelf m uds and muddy sands above this surface 
(Figures 3.2m -n, 4.28 to 4.30). Large, m arine sedim ent filled burrow s penetrate into 
the low er non-m arine unit.
4.1.7 B io h erm  U nit
The Pleistocene equivalents o f the H olocene Halim eda  bioherm s and shelf- 
edge buildups are found at the base of the P I and earlier cycles (Figures 3.4, 4.5, 4.23, 
4.25) . D escription and interpretation o f these facies has been covered in Chapter 3 
under H olocene Stratigraphy.
4.1.8 S u rface  U nit
Above the Upper Truncation surface there is som etim es a thin (com m only 5 
ms, up to 10 ms thick) unit that is not bioherm  or prodelta facies. The Surface Unit 
possibly reflects reworked m aterial associated with erosion at the U pper Truncation 
surface, prior to bioherm  developm ent. The coarser m aterial encountered above the 
Pleistocene/H olocene boundary in cores V5, V7, V20 to V23, and V25 probably 
represent the Surface Unit (Figures 3.2m, 4.29), but at these locations the unit is too 
thin to characterize seism ically. W here the Surface and B ioherm  U nits are absent the 
U pper Truncation and D ow nlap Surfaces coincide (Figure 4.1).
4.1.9 A coustic  W ipeou t Z ones
Acoustic penetration is lim ited or non-existent landward o f  where the modern 
D elta Front attains a thickness greater than about 40 ms (30 m). As explained in 
C hapter 3, this response is probably due to biogenic gas. Penetration is also ham pered 
beneath thick carbonate buildups (Figure 3.4), and in regions associated with
104
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Figure 4  2 9  L ith o lo g ic  lo g  o f  vibracore V 5 , acquired on  the inner sh e lf  o f  the northern
sector. The base o f  the core penetrates through the U pper Truncation
Surface in to  ox id ized  non-m arine san ds at the top o f  steep  P I N  clinoform s. 
K ey to lith o lo g ic  sym b ols in  the A p pend ix . F igure continued  on the next 
page.
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Figure 4 .3 0  L ith o lo g ic  lo g  o f  vibracore V 1 7 . T he core penetrates the transgressive  
ravinem ent surface (U pper T runcation) at the top o f  Increm ent P IC , 
southern depocenter (P IS ) . K ey  to lith o lo g ic  sy m b o ls  in  the A ppend ix . 
F igure continued  on the next page.
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extensive, thick Reworked Facies (Figure 4.8). In these cases the highly reflective 
nature o f the facies or the basal bounding surface is responsible for the lim ited 
acoustic penetration.
4.1.10 Slope Facies
Seism ic facies on the slope include: onlapping, parallel to sub-parallel and 
divergent, filled canyons/slum p scars, chaotic m ounded facies, rotated blocks, and 
slum p scars (Figures 4.26, 4.27). Both Phase 1 and 2 datasets are insufficient to map 
the units on the steep slope. Available data suggest extensive slope failures below 500 
m, som e o f the larger slump scars are evident in the bathym etry (Figure 1.2)
4.2 PLEISTOCENE STRATIGRAPHIC SUMMARY
Stratigraphic relationships of the M ahakam  shelf are illustrated by a series of 
cross sections, drawn to scale, based on the seism ic data (Figure 4.31).
4.2.1 Interpreted Depositional Environments of Seismic Stratigraphic Units
Bounding Downlap Surfaces are interpreted to represent m ajor marine flooding 
events on the shelf. The sim ilarities o f  buried D ow nlap Surfaces and the m odem  sea 
floor support this interpretation. Sim ilar surfaces in the G ulf of M exico, which have 
been sam pled from  borings, represent m ajor highstand flooding periods (1988; 
Colem an and Roberts, 1988; Sydow and Roberts, 1994).
In descending order of im portance the C linoform , Horizontal, and Bioherm  
Units m ake up most o f the sedim ent volum e in Cycles PI to P3. Interpretation o f the 
B ioherm  Units is fairly straightforw ard based on the m odem  carbonate equivalents 
present on the shelf. The shape described by a clinoform  reflection from the 
Pleistocene section is sim ilar to the m orphology o f the m odern delta platform. The 
C linoform  Package is thus interpreted as prograding delta front to prodelta deposits. A 
clinoform  is taken to represent the position and shape of the steep outer edge of the 
delta platform  at time o f deposition. L im ited core data (vibracores V I8, V21, V24, 
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Figure 4.31 Representative cross-sections, drawn to scale, which illustrate
stratigraphic relationships and distribution of major units within Cycles 
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from  sigm oid clinoform  to horizontal strata is analogous to  the delta front to delta 
p latform  transition, which occurs betw een 5 and 10 m  depositional w ater depth. T he 
H orizontal U nit is therefore interpreted to encom pass delta  plain and subtidal delta 
p latform  deposits. T he landw ard regions w here channels are developed w ithin the 
H orizontal U nit probably represent delta plain deposition. D im ensions o f the steep, 
narrow  channel cuts are very sim ilar to distributary and tidal channels o f the m odem  
delta plain. Further seaw ard, w here channels are scarce, is interpreted as subtidal delta 
p latform  accretion.
T he R ew orked U nit, associated with erosional trends nested  w ithin the 
H orizontal and C linoform  U nits is interpreted as sand prone fluvially  dom inated 
channel deposits. The high am plitude basal contact w ith underly ing clinoform s 
(F igure 4.9) suggests a density contrast across this surface, probably from  m uddy delta 
clinoform s to sandy fluvial m aterial. Seism ic units w ith very sim ilar internal 
reflection configuration and stratigraphic position (incising the top o f clinoform s) have 
been cored in the G ulf o f M exico, and are fluvial in origin (R oberts and C olem an,
1988; Sydow  and Roberts, 1994)
D istributions and stratigraphic relationships o f the various units and surfaces 
covered in this chapter, and the m odel for sequential developm ent o f the stratigraphic 
elem ents in C hapter 5, will further reinforce the interpretations o f depositional 
environm ents stated above.
4.2.2 Pleistocene Cycle PI
4.2.2.1 Basal F looding Surface, DLP1
Cycle P I contains the m ost recent C linoform  Package beneath the outer shelf. 
The clinoform s dow nlap onto Surface D L P1. T he structure m ap on D ow nlap Surface 
P I (Figure 4.32) show s a subtle northeast trending structural high on the m iddle and 
outer shelf o f the central region (F igures 3.4, and 4.31 sections X X ' and BB '), 
dissected by shore-norm al incised shelf-scour channels up to  50 m s deep (Figure
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Figure 4 .3 2  Isochron structure m ap o f  Surface D L P 1, the basal boundary o f  the PI 
D ep osition a l C ycle . S im ilar  to the m odern sea floor , the surface represents 
highstand se a -lev e l f lo o d in g  o f  the shelf.
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4.22). Fold axes o f the subtle structural deform ation o f  Surface DLP1 are m apped in 
F igure 4.33. S im ilar to the m odem  sea-floor, the erosional re lie f on surface DLP1 in 
the central region is am plified by buried b ioherm  platform s perched on the 
intervening topographic highs (Figures 4 .22, 4.23).
Shelf-scour channels term inate on the inner to  m iddle shelf and are filled  by 
dow nlapping delta clinoform s, not R ew orked facies. C hannel erosion is thus related  to 
transgressive and highstand flooding o f the shelf, not incision by preceding low stand 
fluvial processes. S im ilar erosional features on the m odern shelf (Surface D L H 1, one 
sea-level cycle later) suggest that locally, shelf scour processes are focused by 
abandoned and flooded, shore-norm al delta distributaries (Figure 4.13)
4.2.2.2 T w o P I D epocenters
F igure 4.34 is an isochron m ap w hich represents the total thickness o f  all units 
betw een D ow nlap Surfaces DLP1 and D LH 1, but excludes the thickness o f the 
overly ing B ioherm  U nit (ie. thickness o f silicilastics during the P I depositional cycle). 
T he isochrons reveal a northern and a southern depocenter, term ed P IN  and P IS  
respectively. C linoform s o f cycle PI reached the shelf break in the northern and 
southern regions (F igures 4 .3, 4.31 sections AA', FF'), possibly also in the central 
region (F igure 4.23). The structural high and bioherm  buildups beneath Surface DLP1 
on the m iddle shelf o f  the central region resulted in lack o f accom m odation space for 
P I clinoform s during subsequent low stand regression. C linoform s o f  the P I delta, if 
present on the m iddle shelf o f  the central region, occur as thin erosional rem nants, and 
as fills in the erosional troughs o f  Surface DLP1 (Figures 4 .23, 4.31 section X X '). In 
places bioherm s beneath Surface DLP1 have am algam ated with H olocene b ioherm s, 
the tw o bioherm  cycles are separated by the U pper T runcation Surface.
C linoform s o f  the P IN  and P IS  depocenters overlap slightly on the inner shelf 
o f  the central region. The southern lobe is stratigraphically  above the northern  lobe 
separated by a dow nlap surface. The tim e significance o f this dow nlap surface is
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Figure 4 .3 3  G entle d eform ation  o f  the M ahakam  sh e lf  has produced  fo ld  axes w hich
roughly parallel on sh ore deform ational trends. M ap a lso  sh o w s the exten t o f  P 2  
and P3 sh e lf  depocenters.
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F igure 4 .3 4  Isopach m ap o f  C y c le  PI thickness, not in clu d in g  the th ickn ess o f  PI c y c le  
carbonates on  the m o d em  sh elf. T h ick n ess in  tw o-w ay-travel tim e (T W T ), 10 
m s translates to rough ly  7 .5  m.
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unknow n, and the tem poral re la tionship  betw een the P IN  and P IS  shelf-edge 
depocenters is uncertain.
4.2.2.3 T he Southern D epocenter
4.2.2.3.1 B road, N on-L obate D elta  F ront
T he southern depocen ter (P IS ) clinoform s prograded onto a gently seaw ard 
dipping (-1 :1 0 0 0 ) basal surface. W here grow th faults occur near the shelf edge the 
depocenter expands to over 115 m  in thickness >115 m  (Figures 4 .3, 4.31 section EE', 
4.34).
T he southern depocen ter covers a m uch larger area than the P IN  depocenter 
(Figure 4.34), and contains at least a  5 tim es greater sedim ent volum e. T he successive 
positions and shape o f the delta  fron t are described by lines 1, 2, and 3 in F igure 4.35. 
Line 1 separates the region o f top lapping, oblique clinoform s landw ard from  sigm oid 
clinoform  reflections seaw ard (F igures 4 .4, 4.31 section EE'). T here are no 
progradation-center clinoform  geom etries evident in the sigm oid clinoform  unit o f  the 
southern depocenter. The lack o f  progradation  centers together w ith the plan-view  
shape o f the delta front (F igure 4 .35 , lines 2 and 3), and the low variability  in sigm oid- 
clinoform  dip orientations (F igure 4 .35) indicate that the delta advanced along one 
broad, gently arcuate front, s im ilar to  the m odern M ahakam  delta. T he oblique 
clinoform s landw ard o f line 1 describe a slightly  m ore pronounced lobate delta  front 
(F igure 4.31, section XX').
4 .2 .2 .3 .2  A ggrading D elta-P la in /D elta  F ront
D istribution o f the P I H orizontal U nit is shown in F igure 4.36. T he onlapping 
H orizontal Unit, interpreted as delta  plain and subtidal delta p latform  deposits, 
constitutes a considerable portion  (up to 50% ) o f the stratigraphic section in the 
southern P IS  depocenter (F igures 4 .4 , 4.31 section EE'). These strata  are 
syndepositional w ith sigm oid c linoform s dow ndip, and clearly represent aggradation 
due to  accom m odation created  behind  the prograding delta front. D uring the present
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Figure 4 .3 5  Map o f  PI delta m orphology. Arrows represent direction o f  clinoform
progradation (at se ism ic profile intersections), so lid  lines represent the shape and 
position o f  the delta front at su ccessive  tim e intervals. T he broad, shore-norm al 
R eworked U nit trend and associated w ipeout zone obscure underlying deltaic  
strata in the southern sh e lf  sector. O blique clinoform s arc restricted to landward 
o f  l in e !  in P IS . M ost o f  P IN  consists o f  oblique clinoform s.
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Figure 4 .3 6  T w o-w ay-travel tim e isop ach  distribution o f  the P I H orizontal U n it. 10 
m illisecon d s translates to rou gh ly  7 .5  m sed im en t thickness.
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highstand scenario the m odern M ahakam  delta plain has accum ulated up to 15 m of 
horizontally stratified delta platform  deposits: 3-4 m delta plain, and ~10m subtidal 
delta platform  (Figure 3.12). The 15 m of accom m odation generated in less than 5 ky 
reflects a com bination of depositional water depth (5-10 m), and relative sea level rise 
due to basem ent subsidence (0.2-0.5 m/ky) and sedim ent com paction. In contrast with 
the m odem  eustatic stillstand, more than 30 m o f Horizontal U nit strata accum ulated 
during P IS  delta progradation (Figure 4.36). Landw ard onlap, m ultiple levels of 
channels, the stacking pattern o f associated dow ndip sigm oid clinoform s, and more 
than 30 m o f Horizontal U nit aggradation are interpreted to represent delta 
progradation during an overall rise in relative sea level (Vail et ah, 1977) influenced 
largely by ecstasy.
4.2.2.3.3 Four Growth Increm ents of P IS
Prom inent subdividing reflection events and subtle changes in stratal stacking 
patterns were used to subdivide the P IS  delta package into four growth increm ents, 
P la  to P ld  (Figure 4.37a-d). Isopachs o f increm ents com prise both clinoform s and, if 
present, associated horizontal strata. The time represented by each increm ent is 
arbitrary and probably not constant.
Increm ent P la  (Figure 4.37a) represents the distribution o f oblique clinoform s 
landw ard o f line 1 in Figure 4.35. There is no well developed Horizontal facies (delta 
platform ) associated with the oblique clinoform s. The lack of delta-plain facies 
suggest a lack o f accom m odation space landward o f the proxim al prodelta, and 
probably represents progradation during relative fall in sea level.
Increm ent lb  (Figure 4.37b - Clinoform s and associated Horizontal facies 
between lines 1 and 2 o f F igure 4.35) represents a small unit with a high aggradation 
to progradation ratio. Local landw ard shift in dow nlap indicates that portions of the 
delta were abandoned and flooded before P lb  progradation. This initial phase of 
delta-plain aggradation is interpreted as a response to initial relative sea-level rise.
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F igure 4 .3 7  a to d T w o-w ay-travel tim e isopach  distributions o f  four grow th increm ents 
o f  P IS  delta deposition: P la  to P ld  (con tin u ed  on  fo llo w in g  three pages).
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Increm ent lc  (Figure 4.37c - Clinoform s and associated H orizontal facies 
deposited between lines 2 and 3 of Figure 4.35) represents a period with a low 
aggradation to progradation ratio. D uring this period o f extensive progradation the 
P IS  delta front reached the shelf edge. M any mall channels are associated with the 
upper surface of this growth increm ent (Narrow, linear feeder trends in P IS  of Figure 
4.35). The delta did not prograde past the abrupt shelf break. A large slum p scar with 
rotated slum p blocks and chaotic strata is situated im m ediately dow ndip o f the P IS  
depocenter (Figure 4.35). C linoform s and horizontal strata are truncated by the shelf 
edge (Figure 4.3). P istoncores P9 and P8 within this slum p scar retrieved organic rich, 
unfossiliferous sedim ents o f terrigenous origin. Deep sea m ass wasting deposits are 
thus sourced at the delta front situated along the unstable, steep shelf edge.
Increm ent Id  is a thin unit that represents a final spurt o f delta progradation 
before the lowstand delta was totally abandoned. Landw ard shift in dow nlap indicates 
that extensive portions of the P I lobe were abandoned between P ic  and P ld  
deposition (Figure 4.31 section EE'). The small progradational increm ent P ld  
represents a tem porary offset o f  the final abandonm ent and flooding o f the lowstand 
delta
4.2.2.3.4 Feeder System
The broad, shore-norm al trend o f R ew orked Unit deposits, up to 40 ms thick 
(30m ), is interpreted as the m ain alluvial feeder o f the P IS  depocenter (Figures 4.8,
4.31 section XX' and FF'), U nfortunately an acoustic w ipeout zone is associated with 
the landw ard portion o f this facies, which obscures the total extent o f Rew orked Facies 
(Figure 4.35). The basal erosional surface o f this trend has incised into the top o f the 
clinoform s, and total thickness o f overlying Rew orked Unit fill is a little m ore than 
that o f the adjacent onlapping Horizontal U nit (Figure 4.31 section FF'). Steep 
clinoform s within the fill (Figures 4.9, 4.10) suggest lateral accretion deposits, either
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from  point bar m igration in a m eandering system , o r sim ilar to the lateral accretion 
bars o f the m odern M ahakam  described by A llen et al. (1979).
N ested w ithin the adjacent H orizontal U nit are narrow  (<1 km  wide), 20 - 25 
m s (15-20 m ) deep, linear channel trends. T hese are p robably  fluvial distributary 
trends o f increm ent P ic  (Figure 4.35). T he exact orien ta tion  o f  these trends is difficult 
establish w ith the present seism ic grid spacing. T he d im ensions o f the channels are 
sim ilar to the M odern delta fluvial feeders, and contain  an upper and low er channel fill 
(Figures 4.11 - transverse section, and 4.12, axial-oblique section). T he low er channel 
fill consists o f  about 10 to 15 ms (7-12 m ) thick R ew orked  Facies, the upper fill 
consists o f low -am plitude horizontal onlapping strata  (F igure 4.12). T he channels 
show  no evidence for lateral m igration w hich indicates a straight or anastom osing 
channel system . M ultiple channels com m only occur close to one-another, which 
suggests an anastom osing channel-pattern interpretation  (F igures 4.13).
4 .2 .2 .4  T he N orthern D epocenter
T he m ost striking differences w hen com pared  to  depocenter P IS  is the 
p revalence o f progradation-center clinoform  geom etries, lack  o f sigm oid and 
abundance o f oblique clinoform s, a poorly developed H orizontal Unit, and greater 
control on isopach trends and facies distribution by grow th faults and gentle folding. 
A nalysis o f clinoform -dip orientations indicates that the sm all Santan R iver drainage, 
w hich discharges onto the northern edge o f the M ahakam  Shelf, supplied at least half 
o f the deltaic sedim ent volum e o f the northern P I depocen ter (F igure 4.35).
T he south to north axial trend o f  the P IN  depocen ter (F igure 4.34) coincides 
with a gentle trough in the underlying dow nlap surface (F igure 4.31 section BB'). 
Som e o f the gentle w arping o f the shelf is taken up by norm al faulting (Figures 3.4, 
4.15). A long the w estern edge o f the depocenter the isopach trend is influenced by a 
series o f dow n-to-the-basin en-echelon grow th faults (F igures 3.11, 4.31 section AA'). 
D ram atic thickening (>50 m) occurs across the large, buried  shelf-break fault scarp
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(Figure 4.34). Slightly further south the outer shelf region is covered by extensive 
H olocene B ioherm  Facies and Pleistocene data are poor and difficult to interpret. The 
aforem entioned structural high on the outer shelf reduced accom m odation and 
resulted in very thin, if any, P IN  deltaic deposition.
4.2.2.4.1 M ulti-Lobate D elta Front
Progradation-center geom etries (axes o f  diverging clinoform  dips) have 
previously been m apped in the G ulf o f M exico (Sydow et al., 1992, Sydow and 
Roberts, 1994), and are interpreted as the product o f prograding, lobate delta 
depocenters associated with advancing delta distributaries. Num erous progradation 
centers have been identified in strike-oriented profiles across the P IN  depocenter 
(Figures 4.17, 4.18). M apping o f progradation centers and clinoform  dip orientations 
reveal not only that the delta front was m ulti-lobate, but also that two delta systems 
were responsible for P IN  deposition (Figure 4.35). M ahakam  R iver clinoform s were 
active in the southern portion o f P IN , and the sm aller Santan R iver deposited the 
northern half of the P IN  depocenter. Seism ic profiles clearly show clinoform s 
prograding from  the north as a result o f influx by this local drainage (Figure 4.16). 
C linoform  dips along P IN  progradation axes related to the ancestral M ahakam  River 
have steep dips o f up to 5° (Figure 4.20). V ibracore V5 recovered oxidized fine­
grained sand from  the top of such steep clinoform s (Figure 4.29).
Tw o P IN  lobes prograded across the large fault scatp on the outer shelf and are 
presently drow ned in over 120 m  w ater depth. The lobate nature o f these two 
progradation centers is clearly evident in seism ic and present shelf bathym etry (as 
illustrated by the m odem  shelfbreak line in all the m aps)(Figures 3.11, 4.17). The 
lobate shape is actually very sim ilar to the present shape o f the Santan River delta 
platform  (Figure 4.35). The larger, northern lobe was produced by the small ancestral 
Santan River, and the southern lobe possibly by the M ahakam  River system.
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4.2.2.4.2 Fault Controled D evelopm ent o f Horizontal (Delta Platform ) Facies
The onlapping Horizontal Unit is only well developed on the downthrown side 
o f growth faults (Figure 4.36). Elsewhere, oblique clinoform s toplap against the 
U pper Truncation Surface. Sigm oid clinoform s aggrade som e 35 ms over a two 
kilom eter distance of progradation in a localized area on the dow nthrow n side o f a 
grow th fault. The H orizontal U nit strata are restricted to this localized area. 
Syndepositional grow thfaulting appears to have caused the dow nthrow n block to 
experience a local relative sea level rise, and thus aggradation o f delta platform  
deposits.
4 .2 .2 A 3  Oblique Clinoform s - Relative Sea level Fall
The northern depocenter consists alm ost exclusively o f oblique clinoform s. In 
accordance with the original seism ic stratigraphic concepts o f M itchum  et al. (1977), 
oblique clinoform s are interpreted to represent sedim ent bypass due to lack of 
accom m odation landward o f the prograding delta front during relative sea-level fall. 
C linoform  topset elevations progressively decrease seaward from  -45 to -120 meters 
(Figure 4.31 section A A 1). T he 75 m elevation difference is in part due to structural 
deform ation and differential subsidence, but a large portion probably reflects 
progradation during a falling sea level.
4 .2.2.4.4 P IN  Fluvial Feeders
P IN  fluvial feeder trends, represented by Reworked U nit deposits, are difficult 
to m ap with the present data grid (Figure 4.35). Rew orked facies and partially filled 
erosional cuts are evident along the axes o f m ost progradational centers, especially 
those related to ancestral M ahakam  River P IN  deposits on the inner and middle shelf 
(Figures 4.19, 4.20). The channels are up to 1 - 1.5 km  wide, w ith up to 25-30 ms (15- 
25 m) erosional relief, and do not show evidence for lateral m igration. Channel fill 
com m only consists o f a low er Rew orked U nit and an overlying subparallel fill. The 
channels m ay not be com pletely filled.
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4.2.2.5 P leistocene/H olocene T ransition
C ores V5, V17, V I 8, V 20-23 penetrate the transgressive sequence on top o f  
the P I low stand deltas. All the cores have a non-m arine/m arine contact, the m arine 
section consisting o f a thin (0-1.5 m), upw ard  fining fossiliferous sand, o r m uddy 
sand/silt layer. A  com plete transgressive succession is preserved in core V 17 (Fig. 
4.30), starting w ith an am algam ated subaerial exposure/bayline flooding surface, 
paralic m angrove sw am p deposits, ravinem ent surface, and finally shelf/prodelta 
fossiliferous muds. The coarse texture o f  the transgressive shelf deposits in m any o f 
these cores is a result o f  rew orking by tidal and Throughflow  currents.
4.2.3 P le istocene C ycles P 2  a n d  P3
Cycles P2 and P3 depocenters have a m ore central distribution than P I (F igure 
4.33). U nfortunately, because m ost o f the m aterial underlies zones o f acoustic 
attenuation beneath H olocene carbonates, it is difficult to m ap the details o f  these 
D epositional Cycles, and interpretations are therefore highly speculative. T he cross 
sections o f F igure 4.31 illustrate P2 and P3 characteristics observed in the seism ic 
data.
Internal characteristics o f P3 are usually  obscured by m ultiple interference, but 
occasionally clinoform s can be identified  (F igure 4.23). C linoform s o f the P3 cycle 
appear to have prograded to the shelf b reak in the central, and possibly northern 
regions.
C ycle P2 has been subdivided into 4 units: U nits P2a to P2d (Figures 4 .15, 
4.22). All units are relatively thin < 25-30  ms. U nit P2a consists o f clinoform s 
restricted to the inner and m iddle shelf. U nit P2b consists solely o f  onlapping 
Horizontal Facies. U nit P2c is represented  by onlapping H orizontal strata on the inner 
shelf o f the central region, and clinoform s on the outer shelf, central region, and across 
the entire shelf in the northern region. U nit P2d is a  thin (<15m s) laterally persisten t 
tabular clinoform  unit (Figure 4.31). T here are no well developed bioherm  facies
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separating P2 sub-units. Potential B ioherm  Facies are associated with the base o f P3, 
possibly also the top o f P3. These young strata have already experienced gentle 
folding and faulting (Figures 3.4, 4.31).
4.2.4 Earlier Cycles and Stacking of Successive Cycles
The Cycle P I and the com bined Cycles P3/P2 suggest that consecutive cycles 
stack in a laterally-offset, shingled fashion. That is, successive cycles fill-in the 
topographic lows that exist between the depocenters o f earlier cycles. Any one dip 
profile may not contain clinoform s from  every depositional cycle.
Pre-P3 depositional cycles containing clinoform s have been identified in the 
data set. Stacking of D epositional Cycles beneath the shelf break indicate that the 
shelf is aggrading vertically, or even in a backstepping pattern (Figure 4.25).
4.2.5 Chronology and Sea Level Constraints
At this point in the study the chronologic control in the Pleistocene section is 
poor due to lack of ground truth boring data. Three sem i-continuous platform  borings 
in the northern shelf sector penetrate through both the P I and P2 cycles. Initial 
inspection o f these cores indicates that m aterials suitable for radiom etric dating (C 14 
and T h230/U 234), such as foram inifera and bivalve shells, plant-particulate drapes and 
roots, are present throughout the sam pled sections. V ibracore V I 8, and pistoncore 
P I 1, penetrated the distal-m ost clinoform s o f the P IS  depocenter at the shelf edge, and 
plant material has been sam pled for radiocarbon dating. N evertheless, correlation with 
radiocarbon dated strata o f the M ISED O R  boring (Carbonel and M oyes, 1987), and 
know ledge o f the Late Pleistocene sea level curve (Figure 1.11) allow some 
speculative constraints on the chronology.
Based on foram inifera and ostracode assem blages Carbonel and M oyes (1987) 
were able to subdivide the M ISED O R boring into regressive-transgressive cycles. The 
boring is situated some 20 km landw ard o f the m odem  delta front. By assum ing a 
constant speed o f sound in the sedim ent colum n o f 1600 m/s it is possible to
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convincingly correlate D ow nlap Surfaces DLH1 and DLP1 to distinct flooding events 
in the M ISED O R  boring at 35 to 50 m and 122 to 123 m depth (Figure 4.38). D elta 
front to prodelta environm ents occur at these two flooding horizons, and have been 
radiocarbon dated at 5 to 7 ka and 30 ka, respectively (Allen et al., 1979, Gayet and 
Legigan, 1987).
A single date o f 30 ka m ay not be convincing, however, this age is supported 
by an overall isotope stage 3 interstadial highstand between 60 and 30 K a docum ented 
from  raised coral reefs (Aharon and Chappel, 1986, F igure 1.10). Four raised, isotope 
Stage 3 interstadial highstand reefs have been docum ented by Aharon and Chappel 
(1986) on the Huon Peninsula, Papua N ew G uinea. The four raised reefs have 
2 3 0 x h /2 3 4 u  dates of 60 ka, 45 ka, 40 ka, and 31-28 ky, with respective calculated sea 
levels at -28-24 m, -32-45 m, -38 m, and -42-35 m  (A haron and Chappell, 1986; 
B loom  and Yonekura, 1990). T he am plitudes o f intervening sea level falls is not 
known. B iostratigraphic and seism ic data from  the G ulf of M exico suggests that two 
m ajor shelf-edge lowstand depocenters, separated by a shelfw ide transgression 
(highstand), were deposited w ithin the last 100 ky. These lowstands correspond to 
glacial stadials Stage 2 and probably Stage 4 o f the oxygen isotope curve, separated by 
interstadial highstand Stage 3 (Sydow and Roberts, 1994).
Given the present data, the chronologic interpretation for the Late Pleistocene 
o f the M ahakam  shelf is that cycle P I deposits (both P IN  and P IS ) prograded from 
the inner to outer shelf as sea level dropped, starting som etim e during isotope Stage 3 
(60-30 ka) and into the glacial m axim um  during Stage 2 (18 to 15 ka). The isotope 
Stage-3 interstadial highstand that preceded sea level fall was between 30 and 40 m 
low er than present sea levels (Aharon and C happell, 1986). M axim um  water depths of 
the oblique clinoform  topsets is 100 to 105 m (Figure 1.66), which constrains the 
m axim um  estim ate of eustatic am plitude during the last glacial maximum. Previous 
regional estim ates of the Stage 2 low stand m inim um  are -130 m off the Huon
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Peninsula, New Guinea , and -150 m on the northern Australian shelf (Chappell and 
Schackleton, 1986). Some differences should be expected due to the effects o f geoidal 
and shelf deform ation caused by glacio- and hydro-istostasy (Peltier, 1990; Kidson, 
1982).
Horizontal strata (deposited in the intertidal to shallow subtidal zone) of 
increm ent P ld  are situated 70 m  below present sea level. The P IS  depocenter thus 
m aintained its location at the shelf edge during 30 m eters o f relative sea level rise, 
which m ust represent a considerable tim e period. A brackish water paired pelecypod 
shell, at -57 m on the Texas shelf, has been dated at 12.9 ±  0.4 ka, and brackish water 
peats o f  sim ilar age from the N ew  England shelf occured at a sim ilar depth 
(M atthew s, 1990). These sea-level indicators suggest that during the Pleistocene- 
H olocene transgression sea level reached -70 m som etim e between 15 and 13 ka. 
However, Fairbanks' (1989) sea level curve calculated from  raised coral terraces 
offshore Barbados estim ate that sea level reached -70 m at 11 ka. B ecause o f the 
suspect underlying assum ption o f continuous, steady uplift rates used in calculating 
the B arbados sea level curve, the older age for P ld  is the preferred interpretation 
(Figure 4.38)
T he elevations of stratigraphic features used as sea level proxies on the 
M ahakam  shelf are not only affected by eustatic sea level, but are further influenced 
by basem ent subsidence, structural warping, substrate com paction, and isostatic 
loading by the highstand w ater colum n, all o f which increase the apparent am plitude 
o f sea level fall on the outer M ahakam  shelf (M atthew s, 1990). The above elevations 
therefore overestim ate eustatic am plitudes, possibly by 10's of meters.
Depositional Cycles P3 and P2 may be the response to sea level fall during 
isotope Stage 4 (Cycle P3), and subsequent m inor oscillations during isotope Stages 4 
and 3 (Cycles P2a to P2d). This interpretation is highly speculative, the strata may 
very well be older , possibly isotope Stages 6 and 5.
C H A P T E R  5. S T R A T IG R A P H IC  M O D E L
In this chapter a stratigraphic m odel is proposed  to explain the sequential 
developm ent o f stratigraphic units and surfaces described in the preceding chapters. 
T his m odel includes suggestions o f processes that control the distribution and 
characteristics o f the depositional elem ents. G round truth continuous boring data  are 
still to be incorporated, and as such the m odel has not been calibrated with lithologic, 
chronostratigraphic and b iostratigraphic inform ation. N evertheless, the m odel analysis 
gives insight into the m ost p lausib le depositional scenarios, and can be used to  guide 
future data collection and hypothesis testing.
F inally , an initial attem pt is m ade at com paring the sam e depositional cycle 
from  tw o very different depositional settings: the M ahakam  shelf in Indonesia and the 
M ississippi-A labam a sh e lf in the N E G ulf o f  M exico. Both o f these regions have 
extensive data sets which have been analyzed  at the Coastal S tudies Institute. Only 
the m ajor sim ilarities and differences are explored here, w hich reflect the relative 
rates and influence o f the various variables controlling  the stratigraphic architecture: 
eustasy, subsidence (at various tim e scales), structure, clim ate, sedim ent supply, 
sedim ent distribution processes, and oceanographic factors (w ater-collum n 
stratification, currents, tides, nutrient supply).
Once the boring data have been analyzed and a chronostratigraphy established, 
the data sets from  the tw o regions could  be used to callibrate three-dim ensional 
forw ard stratigraphic m odels. Such callibrated  m odels could  help constrain the 
relative influences o f  the aforem entioned  variables, and thus im prove our predictive 
understanding o f  possible stratigraphic architectures w ithin each depositional system .
5.1 H IG H S T A N D  - P O O R  P R E S E R V A T IO N  P O T E N T IA L
H ighstand deposits w hich preceeded outer sh e lf progradation o f cycle P I are 
buried  beneath the m odern delta  plain on the inner she lf (Figure 4.38). These
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prograding highstand deposits dow nlapped surface DLP1 and were subsequently  
subaerially  exposed and eroded during the last glacial m axim um . The highstand 
period probably corresponds to interstadial isotope Stage 3, when sea level reached a 
m axim um  30 to 40 m  below  present sea level (A haron and C hapell, 1987; B loom  and 
Y onekura, 1990). A ccom m odation space on the inner shelf was thus m ore restricted 
than at present, but a depositional environm ent very sim ilar to the m odem  is 
envisaged, with a broad, tidally influenced delta plain. In the M ISE D O R  boring  the 
DLP1 dow nlap/m axim um  flooding surface is correlated to 30 ka  prodelta m uds at 123- 
122 m  (Figure 4.38). T he subaerial exposure surface, or O nlap Surface, occurs 
som ew here below  the 10 ka (H2) delta  plain succession encountered betw een 60 and 
88 m  in the boring.
R ecovery betw een 90 and 120 m is poor, traces o f coarse grained sands 
suggests that m ost o f  this poor recovery section m ay be represented by fluvial sands. 
The P IS  R ew orked U nit trend fu rther offshore, interpreted as alluvial valley fill, is 
situated dow ndip o f the M ISE D O R  site. T he P I highstand deposits are therefore 
interpreted to  be a m axim um  o f 25 m thick, probably m uch less due to scour by fluvial 
incision. D elta p latform  deposits (delta plain and subtidal p latform ) originally 
deposited  at the top o f the highstand succession w ere m ost likely com pletely  stripped 
o ff  by subsequent subaerial exposure during low er sea level. It w ould be d ifficult to 
distinguish true highstand deposits from  subsequent falling-stage deposits due to the 
poor preservation potential.
5.2 FALLING SEA LEVEL - LIMITED DELTA PLAIN EXTENT
O blique clinoform s probably reflect deposition during a falling relative sea 
level. E levations o f  the truncated clinoform  topsets decreases steadily in a seaw ard 
direction, in large part due to successively  low er depositional base levels, further 
m odified by structural deform ation, differential subsidence, and erosion. M ost o f  the 
P IN  deltaic deposits (M ahakam  and Santan R iver ) and increm ent P I a o f the southern
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depocenter are oblique clinoform s w hich represent falling stage in sea level (Figures
4.31 sections A A ' and EE ', 4.35).
The m ost im portant difference betw een falling sea level and highstand is the 
lack o f accom m odation space landw ard o f the advancing delta  fron t as sea level is 
lowered. As a result there is little room  for a flat intertidal to subtidal delta platform  to 
develop. W hat little delta p latform  deposition that does takes place betw een the 
seaw ard m igrating bayline and delta front is subsequently  exposed  and eroded as sea 
level keeps falling. T he truncated tops o f the oblique clinoform s represents subaerial 
exposure and sedim ent bypass, and is supported by oxidized non-m arine sedim ents 
retreived in cores (F igure 4.29). R elatively steep gradients o f  the new ly exposed 
shelf/deltaic platform  (1:1000 - 1:300) results in shallow  (20-30 m ) fluvial incision o f 
these exposed deposits. T he distal lim it o f  incision, landw ard o f the bayline, m igrates 
seaw ard as sea level falls.
L im ited  delta plain developm ent has im portant im plications for sedim ent 
dispersal processes, and consequently , deltaic architecture. T he num ber o f distributary 
bifurcations accross a narrow  delta  plain should be less than the that o f  the m odern 
(three to four) scenario, and w ith steeper gradients. T he falling stage distributary 
netw ork is consequently  hydrologically  m ore efficient. A lso, tidal-prism  volum es are 
reduced as a consequence o f  reduced delta-platform  area. T idal influence on delta 
platform  hydrology is therefore w eakened and fluvial influence strengthened. C hannel 
sedim ent transport to the distributary  m outh and delta front is m ore efficient, w ith less 
lateral dispersion o f sedim ents across the delta platform  via tidal flooding. M ore 
focused sedim ent deposition at the distributary m ouths produces a m ulti-lobate delta 
front. N um erous progradation centers observed in strike sections o f  the M ahakam  and 
Santan P IN  depocenter reflect m ulti-lobate, m ore fluvially  dom inated delta system s. 
Zones o f R ew orked U nit deposits and partially filled channels are often associated 
w ith axes o f progradation  (F igure 4.20). O blique-clinoform  geom etries o f increm ent
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P I a, in the southern depocenter, are poorly im aged, bu t suggest that a single lobe was 
active in the area (Figure 4.31, section XX').
T he increased potential for m ore efficient bedload transport to the distributary 
m outh could  m ean m ore sand-prone delta front deposits along the axes o f distributary 
progradation. S teep clinoform s along axes o f the M ahakam  P IN  progradation centers 
m ay represent such sand-prone distributary m outh bar deposits (F igure 4.20). In the 
tidally influenced m odern M ahakam  delta the bedload is trapped w ithin the 
distributary channels and sandy distributary-m outh bars are poorly developed (A llen et 
al. 1979).
A nother im portant im plication o f a sm aller delta  plain is decreased production 
o f intertidal N ipa palm  and M angrove sw am p plant detritus, and consequently , less 
organic m atter incorporated into delta front sedim ents. H ighest m icrobial activity, and 
therefore consum ption o f oxygen, is associated w ith degradation o f autochtonous 
organic m atter from  the delta platform  (C arbonelle and Hoibian, 1987). U pstream  
allochtonous organic m atter is already highly degraded, and not a good energy source 
for m icroscopic biota. Regions o f high organic input have acidic and anoxic 
interstitial pore w aters, w hich influences faunal distribution and shell preservation 
(C arbonelle and H oibian, 1987; Sen G upta, 1995). F alling  stage delta front deposits 
could  potentially  have less organic content than the m odern delta, and a significantly 
d ifferent faunal com m unity preserved in the substrate. T he relative volum etric 
im portance o f delta  plain versus upstream  sourced organics on the m odem  delta front 
should be quantified  in order to assess the potential o f  the above variable-organic- 
content process.
T he topography o f the dow nlap surface buried  by the advancing delta m ay be 
very intricate, w ith deep shelf scour channels, thick carbonate buildups, fault scarps 
and grow th faults. Isopach trends o f  the overly ing deltaic deposits are very com plex 
in such regions (Figures 4.32, 4.34)
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O blique clinoform s o f the falling sea level period prograded to  the shelf edge
in the northern sector, but in the southern sector only reached the m iddle shelf before
low stand turnaround in sea level (explained in Section 5.3). T he delta  prograded into
a deep lagoonal environm ent in the north, created  by the tall reef ridges further
seaw ard, on the outer edge o f the rotated fault block (F igure 3.11). R eef rubble buried
beneath P IN  clinoform  toesets indicate that the reefs preceded the deltas (Figure 3.10).
M ulti-channel seism ic lines from  the north show  sim ilar reef ridge/fault block
geom etries buried in the stratigraphy (Van de W eerd and A rm in, 1992).
5.3 LOWSTAND TURNAROUND AND INITIAL RISE - PIS DELTA 
PLATFORM AGGRADATION
5.3.1 Progradational Continuum
Seism ic profiles across the southern depocenter clearly show  a progradational 
continuum  from  falling stage, thru low stand turnaround, to initial rise in sea level, 
represented by the transition from  truncated oblique clinoform s to sigm oid clinoform s 
(Figure 4.4). M ore than half the deltaic m aterial o f  the P I C ycle was deposited  during 
low stand rise (Figure 4.31 sections X X ' and EE'). O nlap o f aggrading horizontal strata 
onto the subaerial exposure surface m igrated landw ard at the sam e tim e that sigm oid 
clinoform s prograded seaw ard. This landw ard m igration o f the bayline in the southern 
depocenter reflects concom itant delta progradation and aggradation, and was not 
related to the beginning o f transgression. U nder aggradational conditions the delta 
reverted again to  a m ore tide-influenced system  som ew hat sim ilar to  the m odern 
highstand s e t t in g .
Tidal flooding and currents d istributed fines across the aggrading delta plain, 
and the delta platform  prograded along the entire length o f the broad, gently arcuate 
delta front (i.e. not a m ulti-lobate front)(F igure 4.35). A bundant production o f N ipa 
palm  and m angrove organic m atter resum ed on the intertidal delta  plain, m uch o f  it 
incorporated into the accreting delta  plain, the rem ainder exported  seaw ard. The
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m axim um  aerial extent o f  the low stand delta plain was at least that o f  the present 
highstand delta (F igure 4.36).
The sm aller P IN  depocenter has a poorly  developed H orizontal U nit, restric ted  
to the dow nthrow n sides o f grow th faults (F igure 4.36). The M ahakam  R iver 
contribution to the north was apparently abandoned in favor o f the south som etim e 
before the low stand turnaround. T he Santan R iver system , at least an order o f 
m agnitude sm aller than the M ahakam  River, does not supply enough sedim ents to  
keep aggrading and prograding during the low stand rise. T he system  w as probably 
abandoned soon after sea level turnaround.
5.3.2 F lu v ia l F e e d e rs
T he num ber o f  distributary bifurcations and tidal channels across the narrow  
falling-stage delta plain w ould be less than the present highstand scenario. R ew orked 
facies trends are associated with m ost o f  the progradation centers o f the P IN  
depocenter. The num ber o f ancestral M ahakam  R iver progradation centers decreases 
from  about five on the inner shelf, to one on the ou ter shelf. A  single, shallow -incised  
fluvial feeder is associated with the PI a grow th increm ent o f the southern depocenter.
The single, incised fluvial feeder o f P IS  aggraded together w ith the delta plain 
after low stand turnaround, to produce a broad (10-20 km ), thick (30-40 m ), shore 
norm al alluvial-valley fill trend (Figures 4.31 section FF', 4.36). T hickness o f  fill is 
com parable to adjacent H orizontal U nit thickness. S im ilar to the m odern delta, a 
netw ork o f narrow , straight fluvial d istributaries and tidal channels developed across 
the w idening delta  plain (Figures 4.11, 4.12, 4.35). Fluvial discharge through the 
aggrading alluvial valley probably  dim inished, and was finally abandoned at the end 
o f increm ent P ic .
R ew orked U nit trends o f  the P IN  depocenter are thickened on the dow nthrow n 
side o f grow th faults (F igure 4.19), and very thin if  present at all on the inner she lf 
(4.20). The less extensive developm ent o f R ew orked facies in the north possib ly
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reflects abandonm ent o f  ancestral M ahakam  R iver supply before com m encem ent o f 
aggradation associated w ith the low stand turnaround.
The m odern M ahakam  R iver is actively incising landw ard o f  the delta, and 
consequently  there is no alluvial valley-fill (river floodplain) elem ent associated with 
the present highstand scenario.
5.3.3 Overall Sea-Level Rise - Potential Impact of Higher Order Fluctuations
Relative sea level rise w as a response to the com bined effects o f  eustatic rise, 
sedim ent com paction, basem ent subsidence, structural w arping, and local grow th 
faulting, with eustasy as the dom inant factor. A ccum ulation thickness o f  horizontal 
strata indicates the delta  prograded under the influence o f 35 m total relative sea level 
rise (Figure 4.38). Locally , m ore than 60 m  o f horizontal facies accum ulated  on the 
dow nthrow n side o f grow th faults (Figures 4.3, 4.36).
Prom inent subdividing surfaces within the H orizontal U nit, landw ard shifts in 
dow nlap, m utiple levels o f  channels, com plex alluvial-valley fill, and the subtle 
changes in stacking patterns o f grow th increm ents P I a to P ld ,  suggest that the detailed 
picture is a little m ore com plicated  than an overall, sim ple relative sea level rise. A 
broad, level aggrading delta  plain w ould have been very sensitive to  superim posed, 
m inor sea level fluctuations. E ven a small sea level drop o f 2 m w ould have exposed 
the entire delta plain, and have significant consequences for delta hydrology, sedim ent 
dispersal, preservation o f  organic m aterial, and basic sedim entological characteristics 
o f delta plain deposits. N um erous exposure and flooding levels m ay have been 
preserved w ithin the overall accreting H orizontal Unit.
5.3.4 Potential for Peat Development
A bundant low -ash coal horizons are associated w ith aggraded delta  plain 
deposits o f  the Tertiary beneath  the shelf (Duval et al., 1992), how ever, significant 
accum ulations o f  low sulphur, low  "ash" (clay content) peat are not present in the 
M odern delta. D om ed peat deposits are extensively developed w ithin fresh-w ater
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coastal alluvial floodplains on the w est and south coast o f  B orneo (A nderson, 1983; 
Staub and Esterle, 1994). T here is no aggradational alluvial floodplain associated with 
the m odern M ahakam  delta setting, instead, the M ahakam  river is actively incising the 
uplifted onshore region. W ithout an extensive fresh-w ater floodplain environm ent 
there is no room  for developm ent o f thick, low ash peat deposits. M ost o f  the delta  
plain is covered by brackish w ater N ipa sw am ps, w hich are not suitable for thick, fresh 
w ater peat developm ent. The nearest m odern peat form ing areas are situated 150 km  
up-river, w ithin the extensive alluvial floodplain o f  the subsiding Sem ayang Lakes 
area (Flores, 1993).
Extensive floodplain and peat environm ents m ay not be associated w ith the 
present highstand scenario, but w ould m ost p robably  have developed during the 
low stand turnaround period w ithin the aggrading alluvial valley .of the delta plain. It is 
possible that the shallow  acoustic w ipeout region that obscures the proxim al portions 
o f the P I R ew orked zone (Figure 4.35) is related to biogenic gas generated w ithin peat 
horizons o f the fluvial channel fill. A lternatively, the w ipeout zone m ay be organic 
rich m uds deposited in a tidally dom inated estuary that developed w ithin the flooded 
alluvial valley during transgression.
5.4 L O W S T A N D  S H E L F  E D G E  D E L T A
Low stand delta clinoform s o f P I and older cycles are situated at the she lf edge 
(Figure 4.25), but substrate instability due to steep slope gradients inhibit delta 
progradation past the abrupt shelf break. The P IS  delta depocenter p rograded to the 
shelf edge during the initial sea level rise period (F igure 4.35). The thick, aggraded 
horizontal unit at the shelf edge (F igure 4.3) suggests the delta occupied the shelf edge 
location for a considerable period. L arge volum es o f delta m aterial undoubtedly 
calved o ff  the perched delta front to form  m ass w asting and turbid flow s destined for 
deep w ater deposition. Shelf-edge reentrants observed in o lder C linoform  Packages 
are interpreted as canyon/slum p scar incision features. H ow ever, due to the steep
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nature o f the upper slope there is no need for canyon form ation and associated shelf
bypass o f terrigenous sedim ents in order to generate large volum es o f deep w ater
siliciclastics. T he outer shelf and steep slope are inherently unstable. G row th faults
and fault scarps on the ou ter shelf, slum p scars, chaotic units and infilled canyons on
the slope, are evidence o f this instability. A  m ajor slum p feature is situated
im m ediately dow ndip o f the P IS  depocenter (F igure 4.27, 3.11). M elecek et al.
(1993) have identified thick w edges o f  sedim ent in intraslope and basinal settings
which they have linked to sand prone deposits on the upper shelf.
5.5 TRANSGRESSION AND MAXIMUM FLOODING - DELTA 
ABANDONMENT AND CARBONATE ACCRETION
5.5.1 Delta Abandonment
A ccelerating rates o f sea level rise eventually outstripped the ability o f  
sedim ent supply to fill new  sh e lf accom m odation, the delta front was abandoned, and 
transgression o f the coastline began. D ue to the sm aller sedim ent supply the P IN  
depocenter was probably abandoned m uch earlier than P IS , som etim e soon after sea 
level turnaround. The m ain bayline flooding periods were synchronous betw een the 
northern and southern depocenters, as they w ere a response to initial sea level rise 
follow ing low stand turnaround. H ow ever, in the north bayline flooding was 
associated with transgression, and in the south with progradation and aggradation and 
progradation o f the delta p latform .
T he transgression w as apparently  not continuous, bu t occurred in at least three 
backstepping pulses. Increm ent P ld  (-70 m ), m arks the end o f the first transgressive 
pulse o f the southern depocenter (Figures 4.31 sections X X ', EE' to G G ', and 4.37d). 
Prograding clinoform s o f P ld  represent a m om entary reversal at the beginning o f  the 
overall transgression, possib ly  even subaerial exposure due to a m inor sea level fall. 
H olocene cycle H2 (-40 m) m arks the end o f the second transgressive increm ent 
(Figures 3 .1 3 ,4 .3 8 ). The m odern H I delta  lobe m arks the end  o f the final
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transgressive increm ent. T here are possibly o ther backstepping transgressive 
increm ents betw een H2 and H I that are obscured beneath the m odern delta
V ibracore V 17, into the top o f increm ent P ld  (southern P I depocenter), reveals 
oxidized delta plain deposits (subaerially  exposed?), follow ed by an exposure/ 
flooding surface, m angrove peat o f a paralic sw am p deposit, transgressive ravinem ent 
surface, and finally , fossiliferous shelf m uds and prodelta deposits (F igure 4.30). T he 
m ain exposure/bay line flooding  surface in P IS  occurs low er in the section, at the 
O nlap Surface, and is not related  to transgression. (Figure 4.38). Superim posed m inor 
sea level oscillations tapparently  com plicated the detailed stratigraphy o f the 
H orizontal Unit, and produced m ore than one exposure or flooding event.
S im ilar to P IS , a reversal o f  the overall transgression is suggested by a sm all 
progradational increm ent perched on top o f the P IN  depocenter, at -75 m  on the outer 
shelf (F igure 4.16). S im ilarities in elevation o f the P ld  and the P IN  transgressive 
reversals indicates that they are probably synchronous and driven by eustacy.
V ibracore V5 penetrates the P IN  ravinem ent surface at 5.1 m sedim ent depth, 
represented by a non-m arine/m arine contact (Figure 4 .2 9 ) . Seism ic profiles show 
that the contact is an am algam ation o f the subaerial exposure, bayline flooding, 
transgressive ravinem ent, and m axim um  flooding surfaces . Locally, the exposure and 
ravinem ent surfaces o f P IN  m ay be separated (Figure 4.18), probably by a 
transgressive paralic unit.
5.5.2 Ravinement Processes
Physical processes that created  the ravinem ent surface w ere dom inated by 
shore norm al tidal, and shore parallel Indonesian T hroughflow  currents, and w ere not 
restricted to the nearshore m arine (above fair-w eather wavebase), as is the case for 
m ost wave dom inated settings. D ue to the influence o f the Throughflow  current, and 
possibly internal-tide currents, erosional ravinem ent appears to  be active today, even 
at depths o f 100 m  o r m ore. Scour is am plified by topographic effects betw een
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carbonate buildups. D uring the initial, shallow  w ater flooding o f  the delta, tidal 
currents w ere apparently focussed by abandoned distributary  channels (F igure 4.13), 
w hich enlarged these channels to form  the deep shore-perpendicu lar cuts associated 
with m arine flooding surfaces DLP1 an d D L P 2  (F igures 4 .22, 4.32). T hese deep, 
linear scour trends could easily be confused w ith incised alluvial valleys, but they are 
filled w ith deltaic clinoform s, not fluvial facies (F igures 4 .32, 4.34).
5.5.3 C a rb o n a te s  a n d  th e  C o n d en sed  S ection
D uring the transgression the influx o f terrigenous sedim ents shifted to the inner 
shelf. T hroughflow  current transport on the flooded shelf deflected  the turbid river 
plum e and associated planktonic bloom s to the south, and also dilu ted  suspended 
sedim ent concentrations in the plum e. A t som e poin t during the transgression 
sufficiently clear w ater conditions developed on the outer sh e lf o f  the northern and 
central sectors for proliferation o f photosynthetic, carbonate precipita ting green-algal 
H alim eda  com m unities. N utrient enriched w aters favor the proliferation o f  calcareous 
green algal com m unities dom inated  by H alim eda  over the m ore com m on fram ew ork 
building coral reef com m unities (H allock and Schlager, 1986).
T he highly stratified nature o f the M akassar w ater colum n m ay be an im portant 
controlling factor on carbonate accretion. P rogressive nutrient enrichm ent o f the 
upper therm ocline occurs along the Indonesian Throughflow  transport path, probably 
due to vertical m ixing by internal tides and possib ly  upw elling (G ordon, 1986, Ffield 
and G ordon, 1992). The tops o f  tall H alim eda  bioherm s com m only coincide closely 
with the highly stratified top o f the therm ocline, betw een 40 and 50 m w ater depth. 
P innacles and reefs m ay penetrate the top o f the therm ocline, but tend to  have higher 
reflection "hard" returns on side scan sonogram s m ore typical o f  calcareous algal 
com m unities. T he coincidence o f  the top o f therm ocline and upper lim it o f H alim eda  
b ioherm  accretion suggests that the upper m ixed layer above the therm ocline is 
unsuitable fo r proliferation o f H alim eda  algal com m unities. V ertical m ixing o f
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nutrients is probably restric ted  across the large density  contrast associated with the top 
o f the therm ocline. N utrient enrichm ent o f  the m ixed surface layer is unlikely as this 
w ould prom ote planktonic bloom s, w hich w ould  lim it light penetration and thus 
inhibit photosynthetic com m unities on the sea floor.
O nset o f Halimecla b ioherm  accretion during  sea level rise m ay thus be 
dependent on when therm ocline w aters encroach onto  the shelf. O xygen isotope 
values o f  planktonic foram inifera from  deep sea cores suggest that regional w ater 
stratification characteristics m ay change from  glacial to interglacial periods 
(B arm aw idjaja et al., 1993; A hm ad et al., 1995), w hich further com plicates 
interpretations on factors contro lling  carbonate accretion.
H alim eda bioherm s have very rapid  accretion rates, 20 to 30 m  is com m on for 
the H olocene, locally up to 50 m. T he 100 m high reef trends represent m ore than one 
cycle o f grow th. S im ilar H alim eda  bioherm s at the southern end o f the M akassar 
S trait have m easured accretion rates ranging betw een 2.8 and 5.9 m /ky (R oberts et al., 
1987; Phipps and Roberts, 1988). G iven these rates, bioherm s w ould have to be 
established on the shelf at an early  stage o f the transgression in order to  attain a 
thickness o f 50 m.
T he southerly T hroughflow  current, inner shelf location o f  the terrigenous 
sedim ent source, and w ater depth  appear to have a first-order control on carbonate 
distribution, favoring the m iddle to outer sh e lf o f  the northern and central sectors. 
These shelf regions have abundant carbonates in the underlying Tertiary sequences 
(Van de W eerd and A rm in, 1992). At a m ore local scale, individual b ioherm s are 
established on the topographic highs o f  d row ned delta  lobes (F igure 4.17), and favor 
the edges o f scour channels and fault scarps (F igure 3.7). Once bioherm s are 
established they probably focus the current scour in intervening lows.
Som etim e after initial highstand progradation  o f  the m odern delta the m ore 
seaw ard extent o f  the river sedim ent plum e decreased  the depth o f  the photic zone on
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the shelf and severely im pacted the carbonate com m unity. C arbonate accretion was 
largely term inated. Local, m assive carbonate buildups along the ou ter shelf, presently 
w ithin 20 m  o f the sea surface, m ay still be w ithin the photic zone and actively 
accreting.
S iliciclastic dom inated shelves are typically sedim ent starved during 
transgression and m axim um  flooding  (Vail e t al., 1977; Posam entier et al., 1988). 
Sedim ent starved condensed sections are represented on the m odern sea floor o f the 
M ahakam  shelf by regions o f low  deposition (southern sector) o f  shelly sh e lf m uds, 
and regions o f scour. R egions o f  th ick  carbonate accretion are tim e equivalent to these 
condensed zones
5.6 CYCLES P2 AND P3 - MODIFIED SEA LEVEL HISTORY ?
D epositional Cycles P2 and  P3 are not well im aged, but are clearly  som ew hat 
different to cycle P I . M uch o f this stratigraphic variation could  be explained by 
varied developm ent o f shelf accom m odation during successive cycles in response to 
the com plex eustatic history o f the  L ate Pleistocene (Figure 1.11).
Cycle P3 appears to be a  m ajor regressive phase represented  by prograding 
clinoform s. The w idespread on lapping  horizontal strata o f P2 reflect an overall 
aggradational phase. Landw ard shifts in dow nlap o f prograding clinoform s w ithin P2 
indicate that abandonm ent and transgressions occured at the end  o f C ycles P3, P2b, 
P2c, and P2d (Figure 4.31). C ycle P2b experienced a partial transgression, as 
aggradation o f horizontal strata during  P2b and P2c was apparently un in terrupted in 
the central sector (F igure 4.31, section CC', F igure 4.22). The lack o f significant 
carbonate buildups during transgressions indicates that clear w ater conditions w ere not 
established. The uniform , relatively  thin distribution o f the P2 subcycles suggests 
restricted accom m odation space, and therefore, relatively sm all am plitude sea level 
fluctuations. T he volum e o f  m aterial represented by the com bined C ycles P3 and P2 
is sim ilar to  that o f  C ycle P I ,  w hich  suggests a sim ilar total duration o f sedim ent
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supply. G iven the present data, the sim plest explanation  is that the com bined P3 and 
P2 strata represent an overall depositional cycle sim ilar in duration and am plitude o f 
sea level change to C ycle P I (<40 ky, 70-100 m ), bu t m odified  by superim posed 
m oderate am plitude (10-30 m), h igher frequency (<10 ky) sea level fluctuations. The 
falling stage o f C ycle P I is therefore sim ilar to P3, and the low stand rise period is 
represented by P2. R adiom etric dates from  the p latform  boring sam ples o f these 
cycles will help establish the link to the sea level curve. Sedim ent supply could  be 
another im portant variable, but is m ore difficult to  assess.
5.7 S T A C K IN G  O F  S U C C E S S IV E  L O W S T A N D  D E P O C E N T E R S
C ycles P3 and P I suggest that consecutive cycles stack in a laterally-offset, 
shingled fashion. That is, successive cycles fill-in the topographic lows that exist 
betw een the depocenters o f earlier cycles. Any one dip profile m ay not contain 
clinoform s from  every depositional cycle. Subtle structural deform ation and faulting, 
especially in the northern region, and extensive carbonate accretion, further influences 
local low stand accom m odation, and therefore, depocenter distribution on the outer 
shelf. Location o f  the shelf-edge depocenters has im portant im plications for deep 
w ater sedim ent supply and distribution.
5.8 S E Q U E N C E  S T R A T IG R A P H Y
In this section the stratigraphic elem ents o f the m odel are linked to sequence 
stratigraphic term inology. The approach used to subdivide the stratigraphy in the 
above m odel is really the sam e as that o f  sequence stratigraphic m ethodology 
(M itchum  et al., 1977; Posam entier and V ail, 1988; V an W agoner et al., 1990; Vail et 
al., 1991; Posam entier et al., 1992; H unt and Tucker, 1992; N um m edal and M olenaar, 
1995). The concepts and m ethodology o f sequence stratigraphy have altered 
som ew hat in recent years, introducing new term s and definitions, and adding som e 
confusion about w hat is m eant w hen the original, strictly defined term s o f Van 
W agoner et al.(1988) are applied. In order to avoid introduction o f inappropriate
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concepts that m ay be associated w ith the sequence stratigraphic term inology, this 
term inology w as not used in the above m odel.
The m ajor m appable surfaces that subdivide the D epositional C ycles into 
subunits on the M ahakam  S helf are the: D ow nlap Surface, O nlap Surface, erosional 
base o f the alluvial valley, and U pper T runcation Surface. T hese surfaces define the: 
oblique C linoform  Unit; sigm oid C linoform  Unit, H orizontal U nit, R ew orked U nit fill 
o f  the alluvial valley; and C arbonate U nit (Figure 5.1).
5.8.1 Surfaces
T he least controversial, m ost easily defined, and m appable surface is the 
D ow nlap Surface. In the study area the D ow nlap Surface defines the base o f the 
progradational w edge, and passes on top o f the C arbonate B ioherm  Unit. The 
truncational surface at the base o f  the bioherm s, the U pper Truncation Surface, is the 
transgressive ravinem ent surface. W here carbonates are not present the D ow nlap and 
U pper T runcation Surfaces are separated  by a thin U pper U nit (rew orked transgressive 
shelf m aterial), and in shelf-scour regions the surfaces are am algam ated. The 
D ow nlap Surface corresponds to  m axim um  flooding and condensed sections, except 
where carbonates are present. C arbonates are correlative to the condensed sections, 
but are obviously not "condensed" as they com m only exceed  20 m in thickness. 
M axim um  flooding o f the shelf corresponds to a zone w ithin the top o f the bioherm s.
The P IS  O nlap Surface is interpreted as a subaerially  exposed  sedim ent bypass 
surface related to low ering o f sea level, and is therefore identified  as the Sequence 
Boundary. The P IN  subaerial exposure surface is am algam ated w ith the overlying 
transgressive ravinem ent. The erosional base o f  the R ew orked  U nit fill o f  the alluvial 
valley in P IS , although physically  not the sam e surface as the O nlap Surface, is also 
part o f  the Sequence Boundary.
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5.8.2 Systems Tracts
Progradational deposits below  the Sequence B oundary belong to the L ow stand 
System s Tract o f  the forced regression m odel (Posam entier e t al., 1992), or the Forced  
R egressive W edge System s T ract (FR W ST) o f H unt and T ucker (1992), or the F alling  
S tage System s Tract (FSST) o f N um m edal and Hardenbol (1995). T hese deposits 
prograded during relative sea level fall to  sea level m inim um . Early sequence 
stratigraphic m odels failed to  recognize these falling sea level deposits (Posam entier 
and Vail, 1988; Van W agoner et al., 1990), and assigned them  to the H ighstand 
System s T ract (HST). T rue H ST deposits on the inner shelf have poor preservation 
potential, and probably can not be easily  d ifferentiated  from  the falling stage deposits.
The H orizontal Unit, associated  sigm oid  C linoform  Unit, and alluvial valley 
fill, related to initial low stand rise in sea level belong to the Low stand System s T ract 
(LST). The base o f the Transgressive System s T ract (TST) m ay be d ifficult to 
pinpoint in P IS , as it probably occurs som ew here near the top o f the aggrading 
H orizontal U nit. In P IN  the base o f  the T S T  is am algam ated w ith the Sequence 
B oundary, transgressive ravinem ent, dow nlap, and m axim um  flooding surfaces. T he 
thin U pper U nit and C arbonate U nit belong to the TST. The top o f the TST  is the 
m axim um  flooding surface, w hich passes through som ew here near the top o f the 
bioherm s, as bioherm s were probably  active into the early part o f m odern M ahakam  
D elta  progradation (HST).
G row th faulting w ould cause local relative sea level histories quite different 
from  the rest o f  the shelf, and associated surfaces m ay thus not be correlative to 
sim ilar surfaces elsew here on the shelf.
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5.9 THE PI CYCLE OF THE MAHAKAM AND MOBILE RIVER DELTAS: 
SIMILARITIES AND DIFFERENCES
A  com parison o f  depositional cycles from  the M ahakam  and M ississippi- 
A labam a shelves provides an opportunity  to assess the im pact o f  d ifferent geological 
settings on the stratigraphic fram ew ork. As explained in the introduction, stratigraphic 
studies based on single-channel seism ic im aging o f Late Pleistocene sh e lf stratigraphy, 
calibrated against borings, have num erous advantages over the m ore traditional 
approach o f studies based on the ancient rock record. Therefore, process-response 
concepts developed to explain the detailed stratigraphic fram ew orks observed in these 
high-resolution data  sets are relatively well constrained. T he P I D epositional C ycle 
from  the M ahakam  and M ississippi-A labam a shelves have been m apped using tw o o f 
the m ost com plete stratigraphic data sets available from  the Late P leistocene shelf 
setting. These tw o P I depocenters form ed in response to the sam e eustatic cycle but in 
very d ifferent depositional settings. The influence o f eustasy on the tw o depositional 
system s should be sim ilar. D ifferences betw een the stratigraphic fram ew orks o f the 
ancestral M ahakam  and M obile R iver system s on these two shelves should therefore 
reflect differences in the relative influence o f the other im portant variables, for 
exam ple: clim ate, subsidence, sedim ent supply, sedim ent dispersal processes, 
oceanographic factors, etc. D ue to the overriding influence o f eustasy on shelf 
accom m odation in high frequency  depositional cycles it is usually  very difficult to 
distinguish the relative influence o f the o ther variables on the stratigraphic fram ew ork.
For the sake o f  brevity , the reader is referred to detailed stratigraphic 
descriptions o f the ancestral M obile R iver shelf edge delta o f  the M ississippi-A labam a 
shelf in Sydow  (1992), Sydow  et al. (1992), and Sydow  and R oberts (1994). The 
distributions o f the P I C ycle, and schem atic representation o f the stratigraphic 
fram ew ork o f the M ahakam  and M obile R iver P I deltas, are sum m arized in Figures
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5.1 and 5.2. Table 5.1 sum m arizes the im portant differences in depositional settings 
o f the ancestral M obile and M ahakam  R iver D eltas. T he M ahakam  sh elf is notably 
d ifferent in that it is structurally  very active, experiences an order o f  m agnitude greater 
basem ent subsidence, receives a larger sedim ent supply (rough estim ate based on 
relative volum es of C ycle P 1 deposits), experiences alm ost no w ave im pact, is 
m esotidal, receives a higher river discharge, has a strong longshore current, is near the 
equator, and represents a m ixed silic iclastic /carbonate system .
5.9.1 Similarities
1) T he tw o depocenters were form ed during the sam e large am plitude (60- 
100m), rapid (< 40  ky) glacio-eustatic cycle. E ustasy is one o f  the variables com m on 
to both system s, is the prim ary control on shelf accom m odation, and is responsible for 
the m ost significant feature in com m on to both shelves. In both regions shelf 
stratigraphy is dom inated by a progradational continuum  that represents deposition 
from  highstand, through sea level fall, and finally initial rise in relative sea level. 
H ighstand deposition is poorly preserved on the inner shelf, and progradational 
deposits on the outer shelf form ed during sea level low stand.
2) Successive low stand depocenters on the outer sh e lf stack  in a laterally 
offset, shingled fashion. T he areal extent o f a low stand depocenter is restric ted  by 
sedim ent supply, shelf m orphology, and duration and am plitude o f the sea-level cycle. 
A low stand depocenter does not occupy the entire length o f  the sh e lf edge during 
every low stand, bu t instead tend to stack vertically  only every  tw o o r three cycles.
T his shingled stacking is an im portant point fo r tw o reasons. F irst, lateral sw itching 
controls the location o f the deep w ater sedim ent source. Second, such laterally  offset 
depocenters w ould be d ifficult to  differentiate in subsurface m ulti-channel seism ic, 
and can not be resolved biostratigraphically  (at best 1 m y resolution). L aterally  
offset stacking o f successive cycles m ay explain w hy sequences o f h igher than 3rd 
order cyclicity  are difficult to  recognize, and are overlooked, in the rock record.
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Table 5.1 D epositional Settings: M ississippi-A labam a and M ahakam  Shelves
M ississipp i.-A labam a shelf 
(M obile R.)
M ahakam  S helf 
(M ahakam  R.)
Clim ate T em perate Equatorial m onsoonal
D rainage Basin -7 5  000 k m 2 -7 5  000 km 2
D ischarge less than M ahakam - 3  000 m 3/s
Sedim ent Supply less than M ahakam  (75%  ?) - lO x lO 6 tons/yr
C ycle P I sedim ents 
preserved on shelf
-1 8 0  km 3 -2 5 0  km 3
Tectonics Stable
Slow  basem ent subsidence 
(30 m /m y last 15 my)*
A ctive: fold ing and faulting 
Fast basem ent subsidence 
(200-350 m /m y last 15 m y)
S helf M orphology 70 - 100 km  wide 
S helf g rad ien t 1:300-1000 
Slope gradien t < 5°
100 - 150 km  w ide 
S helf G radient 1:1000 
S lope gradient <  25°
Physical Processes 
o f R eceiving Basin
M icrotidal
Low  w ave energy
Storm s
N o dom inant S helf C urrent 
W ater tem perature 15-28°C
M esotidal
V ery low w ave energy 
N o Storm s
Strong longshore current 
W ater tem perature >28°C 
N utrient loading o f therm ocline 
Internal T ides
Intertidal Vegetation M arsh grasses N ipa Palm  and M angrove
* G reenlee and M oore (198B)
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5.9.2 D ifferences
1) T he M ahakam  shelf has accreted vertically for m ore than 5000 m  during the 
N eogene. In com parison, substantial progradation o f the M ississippi-A labam a shelf 
has occurred since the M iddle M iocene (G reenlee and M oore, 1988), despite the 
M obile R iver system  supplying less sedim ents than the M ahakam  drainage. This 
stacking pattern reflects the order o f m agnitude higher basem ent subsidence rate, and 
therefore accom m odation space, o f the M ahakam  shelf. The M ahakam  R iver supplies 
barely enough sedim ents to fill the large shelf accom m odation generated  by 
subsidence during each depositional cycle, and relatively little sedim ents are bypassed 
into deep water. T he large disparity in accretion rates betw een the shelf and deep 
w ater over a num ber o f cycles has resulted in a very steep slope gradient, up to 25°, 
reinforced by carbonate accretion on the outer shelf. T he im portant poin t is that once 
the steep slope is established the low stand delta is not able to prograde past the abrupt 
shelf break. The steep slope is also inherently unstable, with norm al to listric faulting 
along the shelf edge, and abundant slum ping o f the slope. Slope gradients in the NE 
G ulf o f  M exico are less than 3°. Low stand system s are able to prograde past the shelf 
break, abundant deposition occurs on the slope, and the sh e lf m argin is m ore stable.
2) Initial sea level rise deposits o f  the low stand turnaround are very well 
represented on the M ahakam  shelf, m ore than h a lf the P I deltaic deposits belong to 
this L ow stand System s Tract. T he equivalent deposits o f the ancestral M obile R iver 
are restricted to a small volum e o f sedim ents at the shelf edge, m inim al onlapping 
delta plain strata, and aggraded alluvial valley fill sedim ents. S im ilar to the Santan 
R iver depocenter on the northern M ahakam  shelf, the m ain reason for poor 
representation in the M obile R iver low stand delta  is probably a sm aller sedim ent 
supply.. Perhaps m uch o f the coastal and delta plain strata in the rock record actually 
represent aggradation during the low stand turnaround, and not during the relatively 
poorly preserved highstand period. D uring periods o f  low am plitude, low  frequency
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sea level oscillations such aggradational L ST  deposits m ay have been significant, even 
for relatively sm all depositional system s.
3) Tidal influence o f  the M ahakam  delta results in a very d ifferent deltaic 
architecture. T he falling stage deltaic deposits o f the M ahakam  w ere m ulti-lobate, and 
probably had relatively strong fluvial influence, but nothing like the M obile R iver 
delta w hich show s evidence fo r delta sw itching processes and vertical stacking o f 
lobes typical o f river dom inated  system s (C olem an and G agliano, 1964). D uring the 
low stand rise the M ahakam  system  transform ed into a m ore tidally  dom inated delta, 
sim ilar to the m odern scenario. The delta front is a gently arcuate feature, with no 
m ulti-lobate structure.
4) The Transgressive System s T ract o f  the tw o system s is quite different. 
F irstly, transgressive rav inem ent on the M ahakam  shelf is p roduced by tidal currents 
and the longshore T hroughflow  current, not wave rew orking. On a w orld-w ide scale 
wave energy in the gu lf o f  M exico  is relatively low, yet considerab ly  h igher than in 
the M akassar Strait, and tidal fluctuations are very weak. W ave rew orking on the 
landw ard m igrating shoreface controls ravinem ent on the N E  G u lf o f  M exico shelf, 
and drow ned sh e lf shoals are prevalent features on the m odern sh e lf (F igure 5.2).
Tidal rew orking is restric ted  to m igrating barrier inlets. T here is no abundant evidence 
for wave rew orked sh e lf shoals on  the M ahakam  shelf. Secondly, the tropical setting 
and the southerly T hroughflow  curren t result in abundant carbonate accretion on the 
m iddle to outer M ahakam  shelf, and consequently , a m ixed carbonate - siliciclastic 
depositional system . N utrient loading o f the shallow  w ater colum n by internal tides 
apparently favor H alim eda  algal com m unities over m ore com m on coral reef 
organism s. The transgressed M ississipp i-A labam a shelf is starved o f  sedim ents and 
represented by a condensed section
5) Structural w arping and  faulting o f  the shelf, shelf-scour topography, and the 
com plex distribution o f th ick  carbonate buildups significantly  im pact low stand
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accom m odation and thus, distribution, o f  M ahakam  delta deposits. D istribution o f 
M obile R iver low stand deltaic deposits is relatively uncom plicated.
CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS
1) The cyclic fram ework o f the Late Pleistocene stratigraphy on the Tropical 
M ahakam  shelf is a response to the interaction o f num erous im portant variables:
• A relatively large sedim ent influx from the M ahakam  River, with an additional, one 
order sm aller contribution by the Santan R iver on the northern shelf.
• Shelf accom m odation space is prim arily controlled by eustasy, with significant 
contributions from  rapid basem ent subsidence, structural w arping and faulting, 
distribution o f earlier depocenters and thick carbonate accretion.
• Sedim entary facies distributions are influenced by the relative balance of an 
interm ediate tidal range, very low wave energy, high fluvial discharge, and a strong 
longshore shelf current. In addition, water colum n stratification and nutrient loading 
o f the upper therm ocline are potentially im portant for carbonate accretion.
2) W ithin a depositional cycle deltaic deposits are volum etrically the most 
important, and represent a progradational continuum , from  highstand on the inner 
shelf, through sea level fall, to early low stand rise.
3) Falling stage deposits are represented by oblique clinoform s truncated by an 
interpreted exposure surface. Low stand rise progradational deposits are represented 
by sigm oid clinoform s and their updip horizontal extensions which onlap the exposure 
surface. The present highstand delta represents the beginning o f the progradational 
continuum  o f a new D epositional Cycle, but has poor preservation potential due to 
eventual subaerial exposure and erosion during the subsequent sea level fall.
4) D elta architecture o f the falling and low stand rise stages are significantly 
different. The falling stage delta is m ulti-lobate, has restricted delta platform  extent, 
and is probably m ore fluvially dominated. The low stand rise delta is sim ilar to the 
m odem , with a single, broad, arcuate lobe, extensive delta platform  aggradation, and 
strong tidal influence. A broad, thick aggraded alluvial valley is associated with the
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lowstand delta, in addition to narrow, linear distributary feeders which dissect the 
broad delta plain.
5) D ue to steep slope gradients the lowstand delta can not prograde past the 
shelf break. Deep sea mass wasting and turbid flow s are sourced at the perched shelf 
edge delta.
6) Volum etric constraints o f sedim ent supply, and lateral variation in shelf 
accom m odation result in shingled, laterally offset stacking o f successive lowstand 
depocenters, which has im portant consequences for location o f the deep sea sedim ent 
source.
7) The warm tropical setting, southerly Indonesian Throughflow  current, and 
probably nutrient loading of the upper therm ocline, result in extensive, thick 
calcareous green-algal Halim eda  bioherm  accretion during significant shelf flooding 
periods and into early highstand. Increased terrigenous sedim ent influx during 
highstand delta progradation term inates the carbonate accretion.
8) Significant differences exist betw een the P I D epositional Cycles of the 
M ahakam  and M ississippi-A labam a shelves, which reflect differences in the 
depositional settings. Eustasy, the main influence on shelf accom m odation, and a 
variable com m on to both settings, is responsible for the stratigraphic feature in 
com m on to both regions - the progradational continuum  from  highstand to lowstand 
rise. The m ost obvious differences are the poorly developed lowstand rise deposits 
and lack o f thick carbonates on the M ississippi-A labam a shelf.
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